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Benefit Concert To
Be Presented At
The Woman's Club
A program of Irish music will
e presented at the Murray*a
amans Club by tenor Henry
nnan, Assistant Professor of
• Voice at Murray State Univer-
sity on Wednesday, June 26,
at 7:30 pm. He will be accom
panted at the piano by Profes-
sor John C. Winter of Murray
State.
The program will include tra-
ditional Irish airs, well-known
ballads and operetta arias of
Victor Herbert.
• A native of Ireland, Mr.
Bannon received the Bachelor
of Music and Master of Arts
degrees at the University of
Iowa and studied voice private-
ly for eight years in New York
He is a doctoral candidate at
the University of Texas and
taught at Baylor University be-
fare coming to Murray State.
He has appeared as @Poloist
*with the San Diego Symphony
and Dallas Symphony Orchest-
ras as well as in recital and
musical comedy. Mr. Bannon's
operatic experience includes a-
bout twenty-six major roles
which he has sung in the Unit-
ed States and Germany.
The proceeds for this recital
will be used to heap purchase
a new organ for St. Leo's
'Church. 'Pickets may be obtain-
Illhd at Wallis Drug Store or at
the door /for a cionation of
S1.00.
Dwayne F. Bucy Is
Serving In Navy
Petty Officer Third Class
Dwayne F. Bucy and Mrs. Bucy
b of Jacksonville, Fla have been
visiting here with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Vance, her
sister, Miss Sondra Vance. and
her brother's, Maw and Tar-
ry Vance.
Petty 0111Eirlhter is the eon
of Ms. ad lira Hawley B
ucy
of Detraltingh., and the grand-
son of Me. 11•4 Mts. C. A. Bac,
of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Harley Hale of Murray.
IP His parents joined then has.
in Murray for a family reunion.
Bury volunteered for four
years service in the US. Navy
two yesrs ago. He took his hoot
trziarng at Greet Lakes, L11., and
wm stationed at Memphis,
Tenn., before being transferr-
ed to Cecil Field at Jacksonville
fourteen months ago.
The Navy man is a graduate
of Canoway County High School
and was employed at Pontiac
Motors in Detroit, Mich., be-
fore entering the service.
His wife is the former Ed-
wina Vance and they were mar-
ried January 11, 1964. She at-
tended Calloway County High
School arid graduated from a
high school in Detroit after her
marriage
a
Murray Women Are
Winners In Tourney
Murray women were winners
in the Ladies Tri-6tate Golf As-
sociation tournament played at
the Paducah Country Club on
Tuesday with Wanda Mullinax
of Paducah edging Sue Taylor,
also of Paducah, for medalist
honors.
Some 110 women golfers
from Kentucky, Illinois, and
Missouri participated in the se
cond of three one-day tourneys
sponsored by the association.
The next one-day tourney will
be held July 24 at the O
aks
Country Club in Murray arid
the women will climax their
season with a 36-hole meet Aug-
ust 27-28 at Paducah's Rol
ling
Winners from Murray were
Evelyn Jones of the Calloway
Club, first in the first flight:
Carol Hibbard of C
alloway
Club, most fives in the second
flight. Mary Alice Smith of the
Oaks Club, third in the 
third
flight; Virginia Jones of 
the
Oaks Club, first in the fo
urth
flight; Doris Rose of Oaks 
Club,
third in the fourth flight; 
Bet-
ty Hinton of Calloway 
Club,
third in the fifth flight.
Palestine Church
Plans Services
Memorial day services will
be held at the Palestine Me-
b
-thodist Church on Sunday,
June 23
Sunday School will be held
at ten am. followed by preach-
ing services at eleven a.m.
. A basket dinner will be serv-
ed at noon -fel-lowed by sing
ing, featuring several groups,
Dr. Dodson
To Preach
Here Sunday
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr. has
been appointed as minister of
the First United Methodist
Church of Murray. He succeeds
Dr. Lloyd W. Ramer who has
been appointed to St Lulu's
Church in Memphis.
Dr. Dodson is a graduate of
Vanderbilt University and Yale
University Divinity School. Mrs,
Dodson Is a graduate of Emory
and Henry College. They have
three children; Sam II, a gra-
duate student at University of
London; Donald, • Junior at
Vaadestatit University; and Ell-
Dr. Santee' R. Dodson, Jr.
zabeth, a Junior at Mun ay
Ifigh
Dr Dods= has served for
t he past three years as Minis-
ter of Saint Andrew's Anieflean
Church. Athens, Greece. Other
Pastarates include. First Me-
thodist Church, Lebanon, Ten
WM.; First Methodist Church.
Pulaiki. Tennessee: First Me-
thothst Church. Murfreesboro,
Tennesseei 1946-1968), Calvary
Methodist Church. Nashville,
Tennessee (1958-1966)
He has served as Chairman of
Tennessee Conference Board of
Eduaition, Tennessee Confer-
ence Board of Ministry-. Ten-
nessee Conference Board of
Christian Social Concerns He
served as Chairman of the Got
ernors Commission on Human
Rights for the State of Tennes-
see for three years
Dr Dodson will preach Sun-
day morning at 8 45 a.m and
10 50 a m. on the subject "How
God Simians To Us" He will
preach Sunday evening at 7:30
pm. on the subject "Our True
Identity".
"The public as cordially In-
vited ti attend these services
and he,* us welcome our new
minister", a church, spokesman
said.
Hospital Report
Census - Adults 106
Census — Nursery 10
Admissions, June 17, leia
Mrs Lurley Wilson, Route 5,
Murray: Mrs Mary Elkins. New
C:mcorcl, Miss Nellie Underhill.
Route 3. Murray. Woodfin Hut-
son, Box 561, Murray, Mrs Do-
rothy Williams. 1503 W Main,
Murray: Mrs Grace Dowdy, Rt.
2, Mayfield. Mrs. Janice Laird,
1214 Peggy Arm Drive, Mur-
ray; Robert Mayfield, 219 So
15th Street, Murray. Mrs Mild-
red Culver, Route 1. Hardin;
Huron Redden, Route 2, Mur-
ray, Miss Nola Adams. Almo.
Dismissals
Carl Hopkins, Route 2, Farm-
ington, Mrs. Flora Higgins, Rt.
I. Hardin, Mrs Ruth Nanney,
1311 Sycamore Street. Murray,
Mrs. Jo Erwin, Route 2, Hazel.
Mrs. Annie Stalls, Route 2, Ha-
zel; Gil/us Knight, 732 Nash
Drive. Murray; Bennie Collie,
309 Irvni. Murray. Mrs Velma
Raker, Route I. Hardin; Mrs
Mary Louise Baker, 1200 Pop-
lar Street. Murray, Mrs Bren-
da Morris and baby boy, Route
1, Mayfield; Mrs. Eva Henley
,and baby boy. Route 1, Mur-
ray.
23 CITED
Twenty-three persons were
cited by the Murray Police De-
partment on Tuesday. They
were one for no operator's lic-
ense and no city auto sticker,
one for no city privelege lic-
ense and no city auto sticker,
in the afternoon. 
one for no city privelege lie-
All members and the general ense.
 and twenty for not has-
public are invited and urged to in
g a city auto sticker, accord-
Attend ing
 to the citation reports.
Several Persons
Fined In Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn
Several persons were charg-
ed, entered pleas of guilty, and
were fined in the city court of
City Judge William H. (Jake)
Dunn, Court was not held last
week as the judge was out of
town.
Records show the following
occurred:
J. W. McReynolds, unneces-
sary noise, fined $15.00 costs
$4.50, reckless driving, fined
$15.00 costs $4.50.
H. L. Cathey, speeding, a-
mended to breach of peace,
fined $10.00 costs 64.50.
J. W. Stubblefield, speeding,
amended to breach of peace,
fined $10.013 cods $4.50.
J. A. Sykes, speeding, a-
mended to breech of peace,
fined $10.00 coats $4.50.
G. J. Bondi reckless driving.'
fined $10.00 &lets $4.50.
Robert Kirks, public drunk-
enness, fined $15,00 costs $4.50.
J. C. Cavite, public drunk-
enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
L. C. Martin, public drunken,
nem, fined $15.00 cost. $4.50.
J. T. Spight, operating motor
vechile without an operator's
license, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
H. D. Crass, reckless driv-
ing, amended to breach of
peace, fined $15,69 costs $4.50.
P. D. Dennison, drinking beer
In public, finest $10.00 costs
$4-50.
J. A. Sims, alining beer in
public, fined MOO costs $4.50.
G. E. Tucker, no cab card in
unit. fined $11).90 costs $4.50.
E. B. Fennel, operating mo-
tor vehicle without operator's
license, fined $1000 costs $4.50.
Coy Crass, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs it 50.
Barney Coetelo, no overleng-
th permit, fined $1900 costs
$4.50.
J. K. Nance, weeding, a-
mended to breach of peace,
fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
R. G. Bandana, reckless driv-
ing, fined $10.00 coats $4.50.
J. B. Buchanan, speeding. a-
mended to breech ef peach.
tined $1000 costs $4.50
Bus WillIams. 1501 Johnson.
reckless driving. fined $1500
costs 14.50.
G. M. Forshee, reckless driv
lag, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
C. E. Elkins, drinking beer in
public, fined $10.00 costs $450
Donnie Lovins, drinking beer
In public, fined $10.00 costs
$4.50.
C. N. Smotherman. operating
motor vehicle without operator's
license, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
J. W. Allen reckless driv-
ing, fined $15.01 costs $4.50.
Forty-six persons were each
fined $5.00 and costs of $4.50
for riot having a city auto stick-
er.
Joe Pat Lamb To
Be Contestant In
Championship Meet
KANSAS CITY. Missouri —
Joe Pat Lamb of Murray. Ken
lucky has registered as a con-
testant in the 1968 World
Champion Livestock Market
Auctioneers Contest. He is
sponsored by the Kentuckians
Livestock Market, Inc., Owens-
boro, Kentucky and Murray
Livestock Market. Murray.
The contest will take place
June 28 and 29 as a feature of
the 1 I th Annual Livestock
Marketing Congress convening
in Clearwater. Florida.
The annual contest is con-
ducted to determine auctioneer.
tog skill and ability in mer-
chandising livestock in a com-
petitive livestock market. It is
conducted in cooperation with
the Missouri Auction School of
Kansas City.
Livestock Market auctioneers
from throughout the nation are
expected to enter and compete
for the title of World Champ
ion and Reserve World Champ-
ion. Seven regional champions
will also be named.
Contestants will sell carload
lots of preconditioned feeder
cjatle under actual market coa-
litions at the Interstate [Ave-
stack Auction Market, Seffner,
Florida. The cattle will be con-
signed to the Congress Show.
case Cattle Sale.
The Champion will repres*nt
the competitive livestock mar-
kets industry at various live-
stock events throughout 1968-
69
Joe l'at Lamb has been an
auctioneer for 17 years
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
Delaware was the first of the
13 original colonies to ratify
the U.S. Constitution.
Miss Pam Garland
Vice-President Of
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Miss Pamela Garland, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Gar-
land, 316 South 11th Street, was4
, recently installed as Vice-pre-
sident of Sigma Sigma Sigma
social sorority at Murray State
-GUN LAWS . . 00004-
in Washington, former
George C. Wallace of
home, running for prima
as an independent, an
stronger gun legislation ,l1
not needed because 'Tun
laws now are good if an- 4.
fireed. I am againat
inovement to take guns Ott
of the hands of law abiding
citizens. Then no one wcalid
May, guns except criminals"•
Mail Order
A 1965 graduate of Murray
High, Miss Garland was a fin-
alist for Miss M.H.S., a home-
coming queen attendant, a
member of the Student Council,
band, annual staff, chorus and
graduated in the upper one-
third of her class.
Miss Garland, a senior Pre-
med major is a member of Del-
ta Lambda Alpha, SAACS, and
Beta Beta Beta. She was also
voted "Most Congenial Sigma"
by her sorority sisters. She is
a former Ledger and Times
"Miss Spring".
Bobby Ray Elkins
Succumbs In 'Paris
Funeral services for Bobby
Ray Elkins of Paris, Tenn., for-
merly of Murray where several
relatives reside, were held
< Sunday, June 16, at two p.m.
at the LeDon Chapel of the
Ridgeway Funeral Home in
Paris with Bra. Fred Chunn
and Bro. Charles Clement of-
ficiating. Burial was in the Me-
morial Cemetery.
Elkins. age 33, was a weU
known brick mason who work-
ed with his father, in Paris.
He was dead on arrival at the,
Henry. County Hospital at 5:30'
p m. Friday as a result of an
apparently self-inflicted gun- ,
sho wound
peeled to be given overwhellIS
ing approval Thunsciay by the 
Survivors are his wife. Mrs.!
senate judiciary committee Dorothy Ray mer Mims; four
Sale Of Gunsi
Ban Ex 04
By STEVEN ()ERSTE'.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Pre-
sident Johnson's bill to ban all
mail order sales of guns is 1111
'sans, Earl, age 13, 'Perry, age
vote.
Moat* it to the floor fat a .ii,_ Atter, ire nine, 
anti Jeff,
six: parents. Melvin and
The ootruniUee, which reject- `'ge
Slice Elkins. grandparents, Mr.
ad another proposal only horns
before the asommatic,01 Dr. ond Mrs. Coy Elkins, all of•
Martin Luther King ir. arag. 
Gerald,fiEvveal.buroainhn7a.andCbarieaGanr,
is said to have had a dramatic
change of heart and a large 
and one sister. Evelyn.
majority now favors the legis-
lation
The committee had punned Two Car Collision
to meet today on the bill but
the session was postponed un- 
Occurs On Tuesday
tit Thursday because of what
was described as emsnistmg 
A two car collision occurred
commitments of sonic tom Tuesday at 11:15
 a.m on the
hers 
parking lot of Hart Hall, Mur
President Johnson expremed ray 
State University, according
delight today that his gun 
eon. to the report filed by Patrol-
trol proposal had cleared its
first congressional hurdle aid
renewed his call for swift pee-
rage of the bill.
As he headed back to Wash-
ington from a five-day visit to 
Ford convertible, driven by
his Texas ranch, Johnson
. James L. Mitchell of Henderissu
ed a statement through the 
son, and a 1965 Ford four door
White House from his pi
ne, driven by Marilyn V. Mercuri
of North Haven, Conn.
Air Force 1. praising approval
by a Senate subcommittee of 
The Mercuri car backed into
the measure to ban mail order 
the front end of the Mitchell
sales of gm's.
"I am delighted at the action
of the juvenile delinquern sub-
committee of the Senate Judici-
ary Committee in reporting out
the gun control bill I recom-
mended to the Congress last
week." Johnson said.
"I urge the full committee
promptly to approve the action
of its subcommittee and seed
the bill to the Senate floor for
immediate consideration
"Americans should not have
to wait any longer for a strict
gun control law. The time for
action is now. We must give
our people the protection they
deserve from lethal rifles and
shotguns as soon as possible."
men Mozell Phillips and Earl
Stalls of the Murray Police De-
partment No injuries were re-
ported
Cars involved were a 1986
car which was parked on the
parking lot, the police said.
Damage to the Mitchell car
was on the front end and no
'damage was reported to the
Mercuri car.
REPORT MURDER
MOSCOW (UPI) — In a rare
crime report (sir a country
where murder arid disaster sel-
dom get in print, the govern-
ment newspaper Irvestia Tues-
day said that two coeds at a
technological school were found
dead and that a 30-year-old
photographer had confessed to
killing them The newspaper
did not elaborate.
Retarded
Camp Meet
Is Thursday
A meeting will be held on
Thursday, June 20, at seven
p.m. at the Calloway County
Health Center for all persons
who have a retarded child or
adult.
Camp MA.R.C., a summer
camp for mentally retarded
children and adults, will be in
operation August 10 through
August 31 on the site of the
Pennyroyal Girl Scout Camp
near Owensboro.
Campers in Murray and Cal-
loway County are being pre-
pared to attend Camp M.A.R.C.
through the efforts of the local
council for retarded children.
Three five day sessions will
give the campers a chance to
swim, cookout, hike, and play
in the out of doors just as other
children do.
A qualified staff of volun-
teers will work closely with the
campers to insure maximum
safety as well as much fun and
learning throughout the sess-
ions.
Volunteers from this area
are needed. They must be at
least sixteen years of age and
willing to give five days or one
session of work plus two days
of training.
Application for both staff and
campers may be obtained from
the local council at Williams
Radiator and Glass Company or
for more information call Mrs
John L. Williams 753-4338 or
Mrs. Billie Downing at Murray
State University.
Financial aid and clothing
will be available to any per-
sons who are in need in order
to be able to attend the camp.
Mrs. Baker Returns
Home From Hospital
Mrs. Joe (Mary Lougee) Bak-
er is no% convalescing at her
home at 1209 Poplar Street,
Murray. after being a patient
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for the past five
weeks.
The Murray woman is the
supervisor for the Murray City
Schools lunchroom.
Mrs Baker's daughter, Mrs.
Glen Gravette of Dresden,
Tenn., is staying with her mo-
ther since her return from the
hospital.
WEATHER REPORT
(i altead 5',... I to rsatiosal
by United Press International
Partly cloudy to cloudy with
little change in temperatures
today through Thursday Wide-
ly scattered thundershowers
mainly northern and eastern
portions this afternoon and
evening and Thursday after-
noon. High this afternoon most-
ly in mid 80s. LOWS tonight in
60s
Kentucky Lake 7 a m 3587,
down 0.2; below dam 302.1
dawn 0.7. Water temperature
78
Barkley Lake 7 a.m 3587,
down 0.1. belov. dam 306.3,
down 1.3.
Sunrise 5.37, sunset 8.19
Moon rose 1:45 am
STUDENTS EVICTED FROM THE SORBONNE 
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Three Calloway Girls Vie
For Miss Dairy Princess
By Bob McGaughey
Barbara Jean Holsapple, Judy
Kelso, and Patricia Wilson will
vie for the title of Miss Dairy
Princess June 20 and the right
to represent Calloway County
in the district Dairy Princess
competition in October.
The contest will be held at
the Women's Club House be-
ginning at 11:30 a.m. with the
private interviews of the con-
te,stants by the judges.
Following the private inter-
views, the three contestants
will be asked questions on the
dairy- industry during the pro-
gram at the Rotary Club lun-
cheon.
The winner will be named
there and crowned by last
year's princess, Miss Marsha
Ann Hendon. Miss Hendon. the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Ed Hendon of Route 5, went
on to finish second in the dis-
trict contest last year.
Judges for pageant will be
Miss Pat Everett and James
Vaden Miss Everett is the area
food specialist and extension
*gent from Benton. Vaden,
manager of the accounting de-
partment at Citizens Bank and
Trust Company in Paducah, is
the chairman of the June Dairy
Month committee in the Pur-
chase district. ,
Miss Holsiipple, the daugh-
ter of Mr and Mrs. Mason Hots-
apple of Route 1, Lynn Grove,
is a 1988 graduate of Calloway
County and currently a dealer
for Stanley Home Products.
While at Calloway County
she was a member of the high
ached band and a majorette
for three years She was a menu
her of NFL and served as sec-
retary for two years.
She was first runner-up in
the American Legion High
POSER WANTED George Mi-
chael Gentile, approximately
oifi years of age, has been
placed on the FBI's list of
"Ten Most Wanted Fugi-
tives.- He is a convicted
murderer and is wanted on
charge. of extorting money
from Texas to Illinois while
posing as a police officer He
may be armed and should be
considered dangerous
Severe Earthquake
Hits Peru Today
LLMA, Peru (UPI) — A severe
earthquake rocked the sparsely
I settled regions of northern Pe-
.ru's Amazon basin today. First
reports said there were casual-
ties arid that at least one large
town suffered heavy damage.
Initial reports said at least
'27 persons were killed and 100
injured
Radio re-ports that Iquitos
quoted police as saying the
strong temblor claimed 16 lives
at Chachapoyas, capital of Ama-
zonas Department province.
The chief telegrapher in Mo-
yobamba reported to his main
office at Lima that 11 persons
died in the San Martin Depart-
ment province capital. and 100
were injured.
Chachapoyas is a city of 20,
000 about 75 miles southwest of
Moyobamba. The latter city, of
15.000 inhabitants, was report-
ed to have suffered "enormous
damage."
KOREAN INCIDENT
SEOUL (UPI) -- Seven North
Koreans were shot and killed
early today by South Korean
iSatrols operating below the De-
militarized Zone between the
two countries. Korean Defense
Ministry spoke,men said.
School Oratoncai Contest and
winner of the National High
School Award for Excellence.
Miss Holsapple. who will be
18 in September, has been in
4-H since the was in the fourth
grade. She has won blue rib-
bons in sewing, cooking and
beet calf projects.
Miss Kele°, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Glen S. Kelso of
Route 1. Lynn Grove. is also
a 1968 graduate of Calloway
County High School.
She has been active in 4-11
and FHA work winning many
honors in bath organizations.
In 1967 she was the state dairy
foods project winner and re-
peated the honor this year. In
addition, her dairy foods de-
monstration won her the dis-
trict championship four times
and blue ribbons in state com-
petition twice.
She is listed in the "Who's
Who Among American High
School Students" and is the re-
cipient of the Kentucky FHA
scholarship and the Home Eco-
nomics Department scholarship
at Murray State University.
The current president of the
Calloway County Teen Club at
-the age of 17, she has been
named winner of the 4-H Queen
Contest twice.
She is the first vice-president
of the district FHA chapter and
was selected Miss FHA this
year. A member of the organ-
ization for four years. she has
been named Miss International
two years, 1967 and 1968.
Miss Wilson, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Wilson
of Route 3, Murray, is 17 years
old and also graduated from
Calloway County this year.
She received a Board of Re-
gents scholarship and will. at-
tend Murray State University in
the fall. She is currently work-
ing in the MSU library.
She has been a 4-H member
for three years and served as
a junior leader for the Fa
xon
4-H Club this year.
A member of the Futu
re
Homemakers for four years,
she has been an officer for
three years serving as recrea-
tion leader, parliamentarian,
and first vice-president.
She won the Betty Crocker
Homemaker Award, the Sen-
ior Award of Excellence. and
was named Citizen of the
Month.
All three girls live on diary
farms and are familiar with the
dairy industry.
Local Girls
Win Civitan
Scholarships
Three Calloway County girls,
one from each of the three
high sohools in the county, have
been awarded $200 scholarships
by the Murray Civitan Club to
attend Murray State University.
They are Miss Wanda Bil-
lington, Route 1, Murray, a gra-
duate of University School;
Miss Patricia Schroeder, Dex-
ter, a graduate of Calloway
County High School; and Miss
Dorothy Bucy, 517 South 8th,
a graduate of Murray High
School.
The announcement was made
by Dr B E. McClellan. chair
man of the Civitan Club's
scholarship committee. He said
the scholarships are one of
the continuing civic projects of
the organization.
Half of the scholarship mo-
ney will be provided for the
fall semester and the remaind-
er for the spring semester.
Miss Bitlington plans to ma-
jor in psychology and is inter-
ested in social work. Miss Bucy
will major in an area of bus-
iness Miss Schroader is going
into one of the sciences.
Wranglers Club To
Ride Friday Night
The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Friday, June 21, at
730 pm All members are ask-
ed to note the change of rid-
ing time from Sunday to Fri-
day night.
Visitors are welcome to ride
with the Wranglers. but only
members can receive the rib-,
bons which are given in all
classes every week.
Sandwiches, cold drinks, can-
dy, and ice cream will be il
able in the concession stand'
f
f
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WEDNESDAY — JUNE la, 1968
Quotes FromThe News
Ay 1118171CD PZS DITZANATIONAL
WASHINGTON — Mrs. Martin Luther King, Jr., in
a "solidarity day" statement:
"This may be the last chance to solve America's
problems nonviolently."
SAIGON — Tran Van San, a 14-year-old who says
he was forced into military service by the Communists,
explaining his surrender:
never thought I would see my family again. AU
of my friends have been killed or wounded. I do not want 
to fight any more."
WASHINGTON — Sen Roman L. Hruska, R.-Neb.,
announcing that he Is no longer opposed to gun-control
legislation:
"If the majority of the Senate feels it is necessary;
to pass gun-control legislation such as the President!
BOSTON — Sheriff John Sears of Suffolk County,1
explaining his order banning his deputies from carrying:
guns:
"Frankly, I don't believe that weapons are necessary
. the best police force finds that most of their time;
Is devoted to preventive medicines."
suggests, I will not object. Indeed, I will support it."
Bible Thought for Today
A day in thy courts is better than a thousand.
—Psalm 34:/..
Life on a sensual plane at last destroys itself. Lul-
ing joy is found 01111 an the highest plane.
Ten Yew*, Ago Today
Marinell Myers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs Chester
Myers of Lynn Grove, was awarded one of ten scholar-
shins bv the Kentucky Future Homemakers of America
at the convention held at Bowling Green. Miss Myers
graduated from Lynn Grote High School this year. Her
advisor was Mrs Hem Kerlick.
Hewlett Cooper, Health Educator, of the Mate Health
Department, has been accepted for admission from the
University of Michigan to complete work on his master's
degree in public health. He pb.ns to enter Michigan this
Capt. and Mrs. Robert L. Waters and sans, Robert,
Jr., David, and Jeffrey, of Fort Eustis, Va., have been
visiting hie parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walters,
Hazel Road
The American Legion team from Murray shut out
the Benton team 6-0 Pat Doyle was the pitcher.
20 Years Ago Today
& TIMIS TIM
J P. -Pease" Curd, 75, of Farmington died at his
home June 17.
Fred Milton Wells, son of Dr and Mrs. 0. C. Wells,
Sr., 306 South 5th Street, received an MS degree in me-
chanical engineering June 11 at the California Institute
of Technology. Pasadena, Calif
Mr and Mrs. Grayson McClure of Murray are the
parents of a son born June 13 at the Murray Hospital.
Mr and Mrs. Herman Darnell or Farmington an-
nounce the marriage of their daughter, Jean, to Macon
Blankenship, son of Rev and Mrs. H. P. Blankenship of
Kirksey The ceremony was read on June 11.
...o••••••p••••Ar•g
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SAIGON, SOUTH VIETNAM Battling infiltrated Communists,
s‘,1,th Vietnamese fire into a burning Viet Cone posi-
tion in the Choion section of Saigon
Landmark Decision Made
On Juveniles By Court
FRANKFORT. Ky. UPS — The
state Court of Appeals today
ruled in a landmark 6-1 de-
cision that a juvenile could not
be sentenced to life imprison-
ment without parole because it
was "cruel and unusual pun-,
ishment."
"We are of the opinion that,
life imprisonment without bene-
fit of parole for two 14-year-
olds under all the circumstan-
ces shocks the general consci-
ence of society today and is
intolerable to fundamental fair-
ness.- Judge Earl Osborne said
Ile the majority decision.
The case involved Isaac Pipes
And Richard Workmen, who
were convicted of raping a 171.
year-old Louisville woman in
1958. Both pleaded guilty and
are currently- sertuig the ill
without parole sentences .at Ken-
tacky State Penitentiary, Eddy-
eine.
In his lone dissent. Judge
Moms Montgomery. who will
become the high court's chief
justice July I. said the court's
decision glows the yo men
to be paroled -and turn loose
on society -to rape anc‘lob a-
gain."
He said that decisions such
as today'a "help to crest* the
situation -.bee it • is not safe
for women tef be alone on the
streets or even in the home."
The term "life without pnv•
Sege of pre" can be handed
The largest Aeolian-Skinner
Organ in the South is located
in Alumni Memorial Chapel en
the Southern Baptist Theologi-
cal Seminary campus in Louis-
ville It has 113 ranks cif_pipes.
The Yatesville covered bridda
is still in use after 80 years of
service Built in 1879 Is132
ngfeet lo, well maintai and
carrying considerable traffic It
is located in Lawrence on Ky 3
and spans Blame Creek_
More than 2,000 stems used
by Shakers, a religious sect
, which settled in Auburn ii.
I 11107, are housed in a museum
there, the former Shaker
!church.
ALMANAC
by Urinal Press International
Today is Wednesday, Jung
19. the 171st day of 1968 with
165 to follow
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning star is Worn.
The evening star is Jupiter.
On this day in history
In 1856, the Republicans ad-
journed their first national con-
vention in Philadelphia, nom-
inating John Fremont for pre-
sident.
In 1912. the US Government
adopted the 8-hour day for all
its empioyes.
In 15114, Congress created the
Federal Communications Corn-
mission to regulate interstate
omtununications by wire and
radio. including radio and tele-
vision broadcasting
In 1967, United Arab Repub-
lican President Gamal Alxlel
Nasser named himself premier
with complele power.
A thought for the day: Willa
Cattier once said, 'There are
all those early memories, one
cannot get another set, one has
only those."
TITTLE GIRLS' ItE9R0011 - Pictured is one of the larger hedenrn tele erai of
the smaller girls sleep. Paradise I- riende Home in held Open Ilreme esturda%.
The home was started in Septemher 1955 and pros Wee a home ter the ne. sionikelks
i Siren. Mayfield Messenew Photo
clown py aentucky courts only
in rape cases. Today's decision
limas the imposition of such
a sentence to only adults con-
victed of rape.
Osborne said the intent of
the legislature in providing such
a penalty undoubtedly was to
deal with dangerous and incor-
rigible individuals who would
be a constant menace to society.
"We believe that incorrigibil-
ity is inconsistent with youth,"
he said "That it is impossible to
make a judgment that a 14-
year-old youth. no matter how
bad, wilt remain incorrigible
for the rest of his life."
The kaliPment merely over-
ruled that portion of the Jef-
ferson Circuit Court decision
regarding the "without parole"
ion of the- sentences. All
or aspects of the lower coage4
ruling were affirmed.
In other action teday, the ap-
pellate court
Denied an injunction sought
by owners "Or three historic
homes in Maysville to prevent
the M e Urban Renewal
Agency damaging the
homes whic e in the path of
urban rene plans.
Bettor S ors
RO L'Pl — Tourists
:coming to Rome may soon find
!souvenirs in better taste
The Rome Chamber of Com-
merce, apparently believing
'that many souvenirs now on
sale are junk. has called a con-
test for production of souvenirs
with artistic qualities The win-
ning objects will be mass-pro-
duced
Ala. Park Improvement
EUFAULA. Ala. UPLi —The
state parks division of the De-
partment of Conservation is
building a wall and walkway
around the original spring at
Blue Springs State Park in
Barbour County A bridge and
archway .also are planned as
part of airestoration project
Already built are a swim-
ming poet bathhouses. picnic
facilities, tennis courts and a
fishing Pond for youngsters
The springs area once was
known as "The Cheat Summer
Resort" of Alabama
Dutch Event
DEN HELDER, Holland
tUPIt —The annual Holland
Beach fex Days sill start July
29 this year. The event is, •
walking and camping trip from
Hook of Holland to Den Helder
over a distance of 90 miles
along the North Sea beach.
The entry fee, which also cov-
ers lunches and dinners, is $11,
A
Uoe Care In
ving Of
Livestock
Farmers, truckers and live-
dock handlers should use ex-
treme care in moving livestock
-bo markets during the hot sum-
mer months. There are a num-
ber of simple precautions that
may be used to reduce shrink-
age and other losses according
to I. E. Bothwell, University of
Kentucky Area Marketing Ag.
ent.
Some of these are: sort, load
and haul livestock in early
gloating so as to arrive at
unwind before 8:00 a. m.; use
lend to cover truck bed and
wet just before loading live
stock; do not over-crowd ani-
mals in trucks and move u
rapidly as possible to market
after loading livestock.
Regardless of the class of
livestock being marketed every
possible care should be used
to reduce stress, bruises or
other injuries in moving ani-
ma through marketing chan-
sell.
Do not frighten or excite an-
Opals anymore than neceenary
is market movements and per-
mit animals to have ample
time when moving into trucks
er through alleys or loading
chutes. Animals like people,
will avoid hurting themselves
If given the opportunity.
All of this seems simple but
U used will maintain the full
valor of livestock you market
and, permit the packer some
*thy' stockman to pay more
dollars for your animals.
.r7fr a
WEDNESDAY — "OPE 19,191 !
ATCHING - Several youngsters, both visitors and residents. are Pictured In the.
lounge at Paradise Friendly Koine during Open Weise SaturdaO• Mayfield Messinger Ph,*
New Books
Al Library
Ey Margaret Trevathan
Here are a few of the many
new adult non-fiction books in
the Murray-Calloway County Li-
brary. Almost daily new books
are added to the library's, col-
lection with over 600 000
bought during the mseibli se
MIS. You are urged 10 PM your
library patron ciadAlled.. er042Y. Charles M. Whitaker. Paducah
a simmer of good MAW Social Security District Manager
TVA, DEMOCRACY ON THE
MARCH by David Lilienthal is
not a newly printed book but
DM to our library. This book
wr/1 fill the many requests
for information on the TVA
project. saggst all persons make ad-
A book that has just been vance efforts to obtain t he
p hshed is THE BATTLE OF needed records well before the
T DONELSON by Jangle time comes to apply for social
Hamilton If you are a Civil
enthusiast you cannot be
a4rthing but stirred as Mr.
ilton brings you into this;so
t battle.
UBADOUR by William
Cspfut, Ls a true gory of two
yelling folk-singers who toured
Far East and tell of the
etimes humorous, sometimes
rous experiences they
1 p
OPEN HOUSE - Pictured is a scene at the Open House held Saturday at Paradise Friend!,Home, Apprcrximatels 200 people from this area, Tennessee and Chicago visited the homeSaturday.
Mayfield Messenger Photo
SOCIAL
SECURITY
Questions and
Answers
l.ay Harm is the aurthor of
a Iwo book—THE RAY HARM
N4TURE SKETCHBOOK. In
t16 book, Ray Harm virtually
kes the sights and sounds
the forest as he takes the
into the fascinating
d realm of birds and
a Is.
NEW AMERICAN COM-
M.NWEALTH by Louis Heren
Is hn astute evaluation of our
• ft political institutions and
Mr. Heren's major
• me is the enormous increase
In the power of the President
an, how it was acquired.
DRUGS AND SOCIETY —
wiltten by leading social scieo-
tilt, Bernard Barber, explores
4
's uses and abuses of drugs
and present.
PANISH TRAVELS AND
ZI;EC ONS is a huge bean-;111Illustrated volume that
cors everything from the
of Spain's unusual diabee
tolthe religious customs of the
copntry. Photographs by Robert
Vitas are used quite liberally
In the book.
*OLLYWOOD , UPIi —
Comedian Slim Pickens has
!staled for a key role in "Ski-
dal" starring Jackie Gleason
but participants are expected and Carol Charming
to provide their own camping
gear
Angie Co-Stars
HOLLYWOOD 'UPI — An-
gle Dickinson co-stars with
Robert.. Mitchum In "Who '
Rides With Kane" for United
Artists
Woody Sins
IfoLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Woody Allen has signed with
Palomar Pictures to star in
and direct "Take the Money
and Run" _
leading Matter
.„,,H(JLINWOOD UPIt—Pro-
ducer William Castle has sent
200 copies of the book "The
Riot- to Arisona State pei, -
tentiary for distribution arre,r
the inmates who will be ace',
as extras in the movie vet': •_
"Many persons filing for soc-
ial security benefits do n o t
have sufficient evidence to es
tablish their date of birth,"
said today.
"Attempting to obtain t h e
necessary records after a claim
is filed often results in a long
delay in getting their checks
started," added Whitaker. "I
security"
Many states did not start re
carding births in time to in-
clude those people who will be
applying for social security in
the near future. Whitaker sug-
gests these persons attempt to
obtain some record early in life.
Some of the records which
might be available include a
church or baptismal record
made early in life, a school re-
cord or a U.S. Census Record.
Persons whose birth was re-
corded at -their birth should
have little trouble obtaining a
birth certificate from the state
capitol of the state where they
were born.
"Any person who would like
information about this matter
or assistance in obtaining the
necessary records should con-
tact our office," concluded
Whitaker.
The Padlicah Office is locat-
ed at 112 South 10th Street.
Office hours are 845 a.m. to
5i00 p m.. Monday through Fri-
day, and until 7:00 pm. on
Thursday
The first community of the
Dominican Sisters in the Unit-
ed States was founded in
Springfield. Ky in 1822. The
St Catherine Motherbouse is
now the Mothertsouse of the
order
The Wilderness Road Village
of the Arts, Danville, publishes
its own daily newepaper, titled
1
NE
Hatton
after V
Hemet.
steeple
general
!HARRY
'WAKE
ASTRO
/Houstonsenting the first newspaper
published in the City_ It con- *greed to
tains news dating from 1792 as
well as present day village and
theatre happenings. 1Pittaburgt
libeen the
*or since t
awn, ding
The world's largest ferro-al- Sins throe
loys furnace is at Calvert City. (if jkmeic
tag 1 re
tory ov
NEW"
*tenon W1
manager
tie 3p. 1'1
iry 1115lIkel
"The Village Mirror", retire- Ration,
Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
666 W. Main Street Phone 753-2621
College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.
— rum PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Fine Cleaning Phone 753-3152
Watanake in 'Live'
HOLLYWOOD 'UPI — Ja-
pan Hiroko Watanake signed
for a eit role to MOM',
"Live a Me, Love a Little,"
starring Elvis Presley
Scout
HOLLYWOOD r UPI) —
Academy Aztrd-winning di-
rector Mike Nichols 41' h
Graduate) left his home in New
York to scout Italian location
sites for "Catch 22." which he
will direct for Paramatint
TODAY thru SATURDAY *
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fback of I
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CA
Air Conditioning Available for All Models
Volkswagen's electronic brain.
It's smarter than a carburetor.
Alas, the carburetor .
Decent ond hard-working though &was, it lust
couldn't think.
So every now and then it would do thoughtless
tittle risings like get everything dirty. Waste go:.
Shamelessly pollute the eis.
Our new computer would never behave that
way.
In the first ploce, it's too educated to get every-
thing dirty.
Iles always properly informed about changes in
the speed, engine temperature and load SO it's al-
ways properly informed aboutlivhat's improper]
And it's too shrewd to waste tgas.
(Since it knows everything pretritely, it can de-
cide everything precisely. And its decisions about
how much fuel you need ore so precise that you
actually wind up burning less go-s.1
finally, it's too prudent to pollute the air.
INo unburnt fuel around the engine ;leans no
unburnt.fuel to evaporate in the atmosphere. Even
the pollution from exhaust fumes is greatly reduced.)
Just think. When you get a carbOretor-less
VW Squorebock or (VW Fastback, you not only
become the proud possessor of o sound body.
Rut of a brilliant mind.
CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEN
Chestnut Street Murray, Kentucky ct•ulle
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NEW YORK—Harry "The Hat" Walker. right. and Grady
Hatton (heck th- Houston Astros team roster In New York
after Walker vls mmed to manage the team, replacing
Hattoa. c.• had be. u the tam's battieg coach. Hatton
accepted a eh a. srcia: assigi mein man with the Astros'
general manaeer.
IHARRY 'THE HAT
litKER NAMED
ASTRO MANAGER
NEW YORK trt — Grady
*Litton was fired yesterday as
entanager of the Houston Astros
lieitas replaced by coach Liar-
liry er.
Hatton, who took over as
'Houston manager in 1986, a-
ligned to stay in the Amtro or-
Iganization
Walker, former St. Louis and
'Pittsburgh manager who has 4.
dbeen the Astro hitting instruct- 
• • • •
for since the middle of last sea- 2:30-3 p. m—T
he Outdoors-
boon, signed a contract extend- man . . . Ch. 8.
ding through the 1969 season. 
• • • •
tHeAmecliately took over man- 3-3 p. 
m.--Cartadian Open
Lag 1 reins for a doubleheader Golf Tourney . . 
Ch. 5.
vvictory over the New York Meta. 
• • • •
Walker was fired by the Pi- 4-5 p.
irates on July 18 and joined Sports .. . Ch. a
-fthe Amerce four days later. 
• field out scored Quilici with
Houston currently is in Isit IlloRW. Mine 113 
the deciding run. Jim Perry
Iplace in the National Leagee 1 p. on—Soc
eer Tors vs. 
Picked up the victory.
lerith a 25-38 record, 13% games Detroit Char
gers . Ch. 5. 
Wilson Beats Sousa
+hack of leader St. Louis 
• • . • Jijn Northrup dou
bled in one
run for Detroit and scored the
2:15 p m.—Basebehl . .
Braves vs. Cardinals 
ch. 4. other as Earl Wilson topped his
• • • .4 former Boston 
teammates for
3 p. cdi= the seventh time
 in eight tires.
Wilson lost his shutout in the
Open. final round . . Ch. 5. ninth when he walked leadoff
hitter Carl Yastrzemski and
wild pitched him to second. Pat
Dobson came on to retire the
side, but not before he had
yielded two singles that allowed
Yastremski to score.
Tom Murphy, a 22-year-old
rookie, posted his first major
league decision as he held the
Yankees to four singles. The
Angels broke a 1-1 tie in the
third inning when Jin. Fregosl
tripled in Vic Davali1lo and
then scored on Rick Reo ivardt's
sacrifice fly
Andy Etc hebarren scored
from third base on an infield
out in the eighth inning to snap
a five-game Oriole losing streak
at the expense of Oakland.
Brooks Robinson had smashed
R H U his seventh homer of the sea-
Orioles 000 310 001-5 8 4 son with Frank Robinson aboard
Metz 000 301 000-4 8 41in the seventh to deadlock the
Grogan, Landoll (8) (NY) and contest 2-2. Tom Phoebus. with
Clopton; Bumphis, Robinson ninth inning help from Pete
(8) (L) and Chadwick.
-Sports
on TV
THE LEDGER is TIMES
Cleveland Indians Are'
Back On Right Track
• SPORTS
-CALENDAR
Wednesday, June 11
Little Lisogue
riticticeVS. A's
Thursday, June 20
Little League
Astro' vs Cubs
Cards vs. Nets
Pony League
Orioles vs Astros
Phil' vs. Dodgers
Friday, June 21
Little Loegue
As vs Reds
Yanks vs Nats
Saturday, Juno 22
Little Leogue
Practice
Astroi and Twins
Pony Lewes
Orioles vs. Astros
Phils vs. Dodgers
Sunday, June 23
TwIn-State League
West K. Vocational at Murray
A Mighty Babe
4 ! .NEW YORK (UPI) — Some
of more than 50 records estab-
lished by baseball great Babe
f Fthare hit
eruns,still tanindingcludilinge 15
i'riNorld Series play
.
6
Thursday, June 20
j0:30-11 p. m.—Munson O
ut-
door'. . . Ch. 8.
• • • •
Friday, June 21
&II p. m.—Braves Baseb
all
. . Atlanta vs. St. Louis 
Ch. 4.
• • • •
Saturday, June 22
12:30-1 p. m —Car and Track
. . Ch 4. • • • •
1-4 p. m.—Baseball . . . C
h.
World of
PONY LEAGUE RESULTS
(Saturday
RHU
Phils 000 211 2-8 9 4
Astros 110 000 0-2 5 8
Ward and Clopton, Hughes
(L) Crouch and Cathey.
R H I
Orioles 302 203 1-11 7 3
Dodgers 000 100 0— 1 3 2
I Landolt and Pinketon; Par-
rish, Thurman (4) and Dodson,
McCuistion homered for Or-
ioles; King had all three hits
for Dodgers Monday.
H
Astro' 000 001 0-1 2 5
Indians 000 310 x-4 4 3
Hughes and Cathey. Raybiun
and Solomon
Hughes tripled for Astros.
By AL DALY
. UPI Sports Writer
After breaking a seven game
nosing streak, the Cleveland I
n-
dians pennant express is mil-
1 ins again, and if you don't be-
lieve it, just ask Sam McDow-
ell.
"This was our most import-
ant victory of the season,"
crowed Suddan Sam after hurl-
ing eight innings Tuesday night
to gain credit for a 4-1 decision
over the Chicago White Sox.
"From here on we're going to
go like gangbusters.
"We've got the best starting
pitchers, the best bullpen, and,
for my money, the best all-
round team in the league. Yea,
even better than Detroit," Mc-
Dowell added.
In other American League
action, Minnesota outslugged
Washington 9-8, Detroit edged
Boston 2-1, California topped
New York 3-1 and Baltimore
nipped Oakland 3-2.
Cards Edge Cubs
In the senior circuit league-
leading St. Louis blanked Chi-
cago 1-0. Houston won both
ends of a twi-night double head-
er from New York 3-2 and 6-5,
Philadelphia bombed San Fran-
cisco twice 10-2 and 9-1, Cin-
cinnati beat Atlanta 7-5 and
Pittsburgh squeezed by L o
Angeles 3-2 in 10 innings.
The light hitting Indians
bunched three hits and two
walks to produce a four-run
sixth inning and McDowell got
ninth-inning relief from Stan
Williams to nail down the win.
Minnesota blew a 4-0 lead as
-the Senators scored eight runs
in the last two innings. But
Frank Quilici's triple in the
bottom of the ninth scored the
tying run for the twins and mo-
ments later, Cesar Tovar's in-
Trudy was First
NEW YORK 'UPI t — The
first woman to swim the Eng-
lish Channel was Gertrude
(Trudy) Ederle of New York
who swam the 22 miles In 14
hours and 31 minutes in 1926.
Richert, evened his record at
Stan Key Will
Be A Starter
On Ky. Team
(Front The Louisville Times)
Stan Key on the Calloway
County High School basketball
team last season was a reluct-
ant high scorer, averaging 29.8
points a game to set a school
record. As a member of the
Kentucky High School All-Stars,
who started practicing last week
for their annual two-game se-
ries with the Indiana stars, Key
will have ample opportunity to
show his passing skills.
"I like to pass more than
shoot," the 6400t-3-Key said
after giving a sparkling display
of both at the all-stars' prac-
tice in Masonic Home gym.
Hardin McLane of Elisabeth-
town Catholic, coach of the
Kentucky stars, said Key "has
good body control. He hang in
the air and can lean right or
left and shoot." ,
Signed With UK
Key has signed a grant-in-
aid at the University of Ken-
tucky, where deft passers fit
In Perfectly in the Adolph
Rupp system of pattern basket-
ball. "I'd rather be a floor
man," Key said as he looked
ahead to his career at UK.
Key, red-haired and freckle-
faced, lives in Hazel, a village
of about 503 persons in the
southwest oorner of Kentucky.
The all-star squad, which
plays Indiana in Freedom Hall
on June 22 and at Indianapolis
on June 29, is loaded with good
shooters, including the state's
top 'Corer, Terry Davis of Shel-
by County.
The stars ran through a short
half-cotirt scrimmage Saturday,
lining up like this: Larry Cart-
er, Pleasure Ridge Park; Jerry
Dunn, Glasgow; Gary Waddell,
Lexington Lafayette, Key said
Davis cal one team. On the other
were Henry Bacon, Male; Ran-
dy Noll, Covington Catholic;
Ken Wilkie, Lexington Tate's
Creek; Granville Bunton, Male,
and Ron Thomas, Thomas Jef-
ferson. The team's alternate is
Billy Burton of Pleasure Ridge
Park.
Trying To Keep in Touch
NEW YORK—Houston's Rusty Sta
ub tries to touch the
plate alter being tagged o
ut by New York catcher Jerry
Grote in the third inning of flrAt
 game of doubleheader. Staub
tried to score from first on a double to center field by [mug
Rader. Meta second baseman Phil Linz relayed the t
hrow
from Don Bosch in time to catch 'Staub.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
First Lady Umpire
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (DPI)--
Amanda Clement became base-
ball's first female umpire in
1904. Now retired in Sioux
Falls, she roots for the Minne-
sota Twins.
Pro Grid Training
ST. LOUIS UP! 1 — The
then-Chicago Cardinals were
the first professional football
team to go to an out-of-town
training camp — Coldwater,
Mich. — in 1929 In 1961, when
the Houston Oilers trained In
Honolulu. it marked the first
Um e that a pro grid aggrega-
tion trained outside the con-
tinental United States
McCOR0 RETIRES
DerROIT ITO — Darns Mc-
Cord, a defensive end for the
Detroit Lions for the past 13
years, Tuesday announced his
retirement from professional
football.
, McCord, 35, said he was quit-
ting to devote more time to
his business ventures in Ten-
nessee and Michigan.
PHILIPPINES WINNER
LONDON, Ont. cort — Ben
Ards of the Philippines defeat-
ed 'both Dan Sikes of the Unit-
ed States and Robert de Vincen-
zo -of Argentina in the semi-
tirifes of the Shell "Wonderful
Wcirld of Golf" international
*eliinination tournament Tues-
day.
Arda, who shot a 69 to bear
'Sikes by a stroke. will meet
-Frank Beard of the U. S. for
the championship on June 25
it the Medinah Country Club
in Chicago
SEGNI RESIGNS
CINCINNATI — Phil Seg-
hi -resigned as assistant general
&imager of the Cincinnati Reds
10 Jake the post as farm direct-
et with the Oakland Athletics
of the American League.
Seghi, 54, joined the Reds in
1958 as director of their farm
syStem as was named assistant
general manager in 1964.
St. Louis
Atlanta
Phila. 30 28
San Fran. 34 32
Los Angeles 34 32
Chicago 30 32
Cin. 30 32
Pitts. 29 31
New York 28 33
Houston 25 38
notatress..seesooesesocnoo.a.ao y
Sland.U4A, //,
•
esesesseseowsesshasoanewsoac
National League
W. L. Pct. GB
39 25 .609 —
33 30 .524 5%
517 6
48484515 6
.515 6
483
488
397
8
8
9
13%
Tuesday's Results
Houston 3 New York 2, 1st
Houston 6 New York 5, 2nd
Philo 10 San Fran 2, 1st
Phila 9 San Fran 1, 2nd
Cincinnati 7 Atlanta 5, night
Pitts 3 L. A. 2, 10 inns., night
St. Louis 1 Chicago 0, night
Tedey's Probable Pitchers
Houston, Wilson 4-8 at New
York, Koosman 10-2, 8 p. m.
San Francisco, Marichal 12-2
at Philadelphia, L. Jackson 6-
5, 7:30 p. m.
Cincinnati, McCool 3-3 at At-
lanta, Reed 6-3, 8 p. m.
Los Angeles, Singer 6-3 at
Pittsburgh, Veale 3-7, 8:05 p
m.
Chicago, Nye 4-8 at St. Louis,
Carlton 7-2, 9 p. m.
Thursday's Games
Houston at New York
Chicago at St. Louis
Los Ang at Pitts, 2, twi-night
Cincinnati at Atlanta, tight
San Fran at Phila , night
American League
W. L. Pct. GB
Detroit 42 22 656 —
Baltimore 33 29 532 8
Cleveland 34 31 .523 133e
Minn. 33 31 518 9
Boston 29 30 492 10M
Oakland 31 32 .404 1016
California 30 33 476 11%
New York 29 34 .4430 1214
Chicano 27 33 .450 13
Wash. 24 37 al If%
Tuesday's Results
Detroit 2 Boston 1, night
Cleveland 4 Chicago 1, night
Minn 9 Washington 8, night
Baltimore 3 Oakland 2, night
California 3 New York 1, night
Today's Probable Pitchers
Baltimore, McNally 8-8 at
Oakland Hunter 5-5, 1030 p m
New York, Barber 0-1 at Cal-
ifornia, Ellis 3-5, 11 p.
Washington, Coleman 4-8 at
Minnesota, Chance 5-8, 9 p m.
Cleveland, Tiant 9-5 at Chi-
cago, John 5-0, 9 p m.
Boston. Bell 5-2 at Detroit,
Sparma 5-6, 9 p. m
Thursday's Games
Cleveland at Chicago, night
Boston at Detroit, night
Only games scheduled
WEDNESDAY — JUNE 19, 1968 
Richie Allen Celebrates
Two Births, Son And Career
0-Ze
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
Richie Allen celebrated the
birth of a son Tuesday morning
and a few hours later may have
Richie Allen
celebrated the rebirth of his
own career.
That, at least, is what the
22,184 fans at Philadelphia's
Connie Mack Stadium must have
thought Tuesday night when
they gave a thunderous ovation
to the fitful star who had been
the target of hometown boos
all season. Allen himself was
so surprised that he tipped his
cap in acknowledgement for the
first time in his career.
All Allen had done was smash
five hits, including a pair of
homers, and reach base nine
rnt in as many tries as thetilm ies romped over the San
Francisco Giants 10-2 and 9-1
and jumped from fourth to
third place in the National Lea-
gue The splurge raised Allen's
batting average from .280 to
.301
Two Round Trips
Allen drove in two runs with
two homers, a double and a
single in the first game and
singled in his only official at
bat in the second game. He
reached base on an error in
his fifth at bat in the opener
and was walked intentionally
his first three trips to the plate
in the night cap before he was
taken out of the game by Man-
ager Bob Skinner in the seven-
th.
Chris Short survived homers
by Willie McCovey and Jim
Hart in the opener to win his
fifth game and Woody Fryman
pitched a six-hitter in the night-
cap for his 10th victory for the
Phillies.
The St. Louis Cardinals nip-
ped the Chicago Cubs 1-0, the
Houston Astros swept the New
York Meta 3-2 and 8-5 for new
manager Harry Walker, the
Pittsburgh Pirates edged the
Los Angeles Dodgers 3-2 in 10
innings and the Cincinnati Reds
defeated the Atlanta Braves 7-5
in other NL games.
In the American League, the
Detroit Tigers beat the Boston
Red Sox 2-1, the Minnesota
Twins outalugged the Washing-
ton Senators 9-8, the Cleveland
Indians topped the Chicago
White Sox 4-1, the Baltimore
Orioles nipped the Oakland
Athletics 3-2 and California An-
gels defeated the New York
Yankees 3-1
Brlies Scores Win
Bobby Tolan, subbing for the
injured Roger Marts, hit his
first homer of the season for
the Cardinals as Nelson Briles
pitched an eight-hitter for his
eighth victory.
Jim Wynn homered 1,, the
seventh inning to give Denny
Lemaster his sixth win for the
Astros in the first game and
Bob Watson drove in the win-
ning run in the seventh inning
of the second game with a sac-
rifice fly. Speed-bailer Nolan
Ryan struck out 12 but lost the
first game for the Mets and
Don Cardwell suffered his
eighth 104IS against one win in
the second game
?batty Alou singled home
Maury Wills with two on and
one out in the 10th inning to
give the Pirates their victory
after Willie Stargell tied the
score at 2-2 with a homer in the
eighth. Willa' single, opening
the 10th, stretched his hitting
streak to 18 games.
Mack Jones' long fly bounced
out of Tito Francona' glove
Into the left field stands for a
two-run ninth inning hornet that
gave the Reds' Ted Abernathy
his second win and tagged
Claude Raymond of the Braves
with the toes.
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Phone 753-1817 or 753-4547
Mrs. Don Robinson, treasurer .4th. IMO ChaHtt Rail Committee, Presented Mrs- Don
Hunter, chairman of the Charity Sall for the Murray Woman's Club, with a check for $1100
which will be given to else moreay.calioway County Mental Health Association. Mrs. Hunt-
er wishes to thank all the patrons of the Char ity Sall for their donations, those inernbers
 of
Hi. Murray Woman's Club who worioid to mak• it • success, •rect the business mein in the
community whom generous contributions ma de this amount of profit possible. The Mental
Health Association has been able to increase its facilities and tinier?, the staff each y
ear
so that the needs of this area can be batter met, and this contribution helps to meet th
ese
expanding costs.
Penny Homemakers
Hear Lesson On '!
"Retirement"
"Ptanning For Retirement" Murray Assembly No 19 Order Thin) one aasomblies 'of the I
was the theme of the major I of the Rainbow for Girls was state of Kentucky were 
reply- I
project :esson presented at the installed as Grand Worthy As- seated at the Grand As
sembly '
meeting of the Penny Home-lsociate Advisor a the Grand others from Murray receiv
makers Club held on Monday. Assembly of the Kentucky In. jag appointments were 
Donna
June 17, at one o'clock in lbe ternatimal Order of Rainbow So'. (1, grand representato 
e to
Colorado. and Fletv Riley,
grand representative"lo North
Dakota.
Awards received by the Mur-
ray Assembly at this session
were as follows:
Trophy for giving the best
skit out of fourteen entered 
at
the Grand Assembly
Seventh place for the scrap
book
atten-
dance.
in percentage of 
Eighth place in moneY tank
ing Project
Mrs Sharon Norsworthy Car-
roll received her marriage 
ma-
jonty degree Miss Lynn Wat-
son arid Mrs Euldene Robinson
received their Grand Cross of
Color degree
Murrayans serving as offic-
er% lif the 1988 sc tion were
Rosetta Robertson, grand char-
ity; Lynn Watson, grand 
repre.
sentathe to Kaasas. Barbie
Keel, grarid representative to
Japan, Betsy RileY- grand
worth 
Evans. grand chotr members.
page. Diana Doeetsin and Pat
afternJon in the private din-
ing morn of the Triangle Inn.
Mrs Ernest lindrey present-
ed the lemon. Me was misted
by Mrs. Grams Feltner and
Mrs. Margaret MN Boyd.
The devotioaal noding stem
11 Timothy 2:15 was given by
Mn. Delia Grabens with Mrs.
Feltner leading in prayer
Mrs Madrey, president. pre-
aided and Mn. Feltner, secre-
tary, called the roil.
The recreational period was
conducted by Mrs. Vernon Moo-
dy slth Mrs Boyd and - Airs.
Madrey winning the pnzes.
Refreshments were served at
the close of the meetuag. Mrs.
. Boyd was the hostess Others
i',. present not previously meat-
." bleed. were Mrs Brooks 
Moo-
r, Mrs. Alton (.7. Mrs Paul
-2111111111MMIM. and Miss Penny
The Nee meting will b e
held SeptenIber 111 at the Tri-
angle Inn With Mrs. Butter-
as the bootees.
•
Rosetta Robertson Installed As Grand
Worthy Associate Advisor For Kentuckyi
MissRosetta Robertson of Hotel
for Girls for the year June
1968 to June 1969 at the sess-
ion of Grand Assembly held at
Louisville June 9-10-11 with
headquarters at the Kentucky
leas Reastto ltdmetnan
I MURRAY DOWNTOWN Sale DAYS
I Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. ONLY 
TT 
I 
leansallew Fall Colors 100/c Off i
Swim Wear 209/0 Off !
Dresses 1/3 OFF
Boys Sport Coats 1/3 Off i
Fish Net Hose 20% Off I
Diapers • Reg. 3.99 for 3.25 i
I Infant Stretch Pajamas 10% Off
!OPEN FRIDAY to 8 : 00 I1 1
I KIDDIES KORNER i
•
.•
Other Members from Mur
ray attending were Paulette
Markovich. Irene Futrell. Clau-
dia . Welch. Miinlyn Lasater,
Joyce Winchester
Adults serving as- chaperones
were Mrs Frances Churchill,
motner advisor. Mr. Lgiaa
Robertson, Mn Vickie Nance,
Jima lane
• • •
Plans Completed
By Miss Brandon
For her Wedding
Plans have been cdmpteted
by Miss Paula Sue Brandon,
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Hob-
ert Brandon, for her wedding
to David Linn Palmer. son Of
M?r: and Mrs. Baron Palmer.
The ceremony will be read
on Saturday. June 22. at two
Wank in the afterri)son in the
sanctuary of the Memorial
Baptist Church with Rev. T. A.
Tharker of Louisville official-
ing
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Mrs Thy-
ra Crawford, organist, and Miss
Linda Darnell, soloist
Miss Brandon will be given
In marriago by her father and
has selected Miss Ada Sue Hut-
son al'her maid of honor Miss
Lila Beth Norton will be the
firmer girl.
Jimmy Brandon. brither of
the bride .elect. will be the bast
man. Ushers sift ,laet Nelson
Murdock. and Eddie Chapman.
,tll frwridi and ref rdr.i.t. are
invited t.$ attend -the oedding,
Paula Brandon Is,
Honored At Party,
At Hutson Home
•Miss Paula Sue Brandon,
bride-elect of David Linn Pal
mer, was complimented with a
twelve o'cloc to
Coke party on Saturday, Jut;
15, from ten 
in the morning.
The special occasion was
given by Mrs. Dan Hutson and
her daughter, Miss Ada Sue
Hutson, at their lovely home at
714 Olive Street.
The bride-elect chose to wear
for the event a navy and white
tent dress. Her mother, Mrs.
Hobert Brandon. wore a naitY
knit suit, and her mother-in-
law to be, Mrs. Baron Palmer,
was attired in a light blue knit
shift. They were all presented
corsages of white carnations IS*
the hostesses.
A highlight of the occasion
was the scavenger hunt by the
guests for the gifts of the hos-
tesses to the honoree whillt
Miss Brandon watched. The
gifts were a silver butter disik
recipe box, and a Revlon con
metic kit.
Refreshments were tiervoi
from the beautifully appointed
table overlaid with a special
cloth and entered with a wedd-
ing beil.
Guests included girls of the
MINI graduating class of 1988
at Murray High Schooi.
•••
There are basic rules for the
Placement of flatware, dinner-
ware. and crystal. Always al-
low a generous space for each source of irritation throughout
place setting Each space should your marriage—not to mention
be about 18 inches wide and 12 making a slave out of you.
inches deep.
I PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lowe
ad children, Ricky and Risa,
have returned home after
spending a week with his bro-
ther, Herbert W. Lowe and
family of Mesquit, Texas.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Blankenship
and son, Butch, of St. Louis,
Mo., were the recent guests of
her brother, A. J. Marshall and
family, and her sisters, Mrs.
011ie Workman and Mr. Work-
man, and Mrs. Jesse Crouse and
„Mr. Crouse.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Noll
and daughter, Debbie; and Ron-
nie Workman of Lincoln Park,
Minh., were the guests last
waekend of their grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Workman,
and other relatives in Murray
anti Canoway County.
• • •
t Mrs. Grove!. Byers of Dallas,
li.xas, is the guest of her Ma-
tbr-in-law, Mrs. Jim Watkias
4d Mr. Watkins of Murray.
• • •
!Miss Lillian Waters of Mur-
ray has been dismissed from
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
• • •
If the bridegroom, after the
flIst few weeks of marriage
isn't picking up his clothes, the
tv ought to put her foot
n. Maybe his mother picked
after him, but If you con-
ue the habit it will be a
Son's Acting Buy
Bugging Parent4.
By Abigail Van Buren
T,1110••• 04 v Moue Slug. MC 1
• DEAR ABBY I applied to a well-known school elf drama
because I have always wanted to he an actor I am a high
school senior and have done only amateur things, but people
who are supposed to know talent have said I had great
potertisl
to make a long story short, I was accepted Naturally, I
was imairloyed but here is the catch Now my parents don't let
nerglipthey knew I applied, but they didn't say anything Now
IIMIF Mt they didn't raise any objections when I appbed
because they didn't think I had a chance My parents say that
"acting" is no profession They would rather see me be a
doctor or a lawyer.
My teachers and friends say that I would be foolish to pees
up this opportunity, but what about my parents' 'Your answer
will help me decide LOVES TO ACT
DE kit LOVES. If yoa are astable la pursue your edseelMe
is Manta *about yoor parestartoesinseat lase more Important.
their fmanetal help I it wetly appear year -der isiaa'• has
'dreads been made for you, maims, of coarse, you choose to
clefs them and trs to make it ea year own "Acting" is a fine
profession, but requires more determination. patience. and
"leek" than most, so don't blame your parents for their
attitude on the other head, parents who will help their
oaly ia careers which they themselves select, do their
a disservice
DEAR ABBY I have a stfewball neighbor who aces on
periodic "toots." He rings my doorbell with his own bottle in
hand and I have to invite him in, shut off my favorite television
program and listen to his alcoholic babbling Then his wife
telephones and asks me to send him home, after which she
slams the receiver down as tho i's MY fault that her husband
Came over here
Please confess to me. Abby, when women are mad at their
hanbands aren't they mad at AL14 men'
STU IN OAKLAND
DEAR STU: I can't speak for "all women." No one womae
can. But if this screwball Neighbor of years presents a
problem. It's easily mived When he is ow a "toot." and rings
yaw bell. mr, "fest Weight. Sadly Boy," and semi him home.
1
DEAR ABBY: I just read in four column where some man
told his Ate he was not leaving set anything because he didn't
want some other man spending* money.
After 15 years in the insurance business, I have run across
my share of these characters. Aa the first place they usually
don't have enough life insurance for Sweetie Pie to buy a ticket
to the state line. I am always surprised when the husband
thinks it's HIS money Seems to me, both of them have worked
for it
I wonder if the husband remembers just who kept the
house, made the meats. diapered the kids, walked the dog,
drove him home when he was drunk, and listened to him cry
about how his boss didn't appreciate him
These kixtheads don't realise that if it weren't for the little
woman's scrimping and saving to accumulate a few bucks, he
wouldn't have anything to leave anybody Somebody should tell
these dumbbells that a man will never have a better friend
than his wife
Frankly. I want mine to get every nickel I have I wish I
could leave her a million And if she finds some other guy to
spend it with—good for her I hope they have a ball
Very truly yours,
SA111 SHAW, MT. VERNON, ILL.
EverYttedy,,has a problem. What's yore For a personal
reply write t• Abby. ROI 49701, Les Angeles, Cal.. NIPS sad
enellose • stamped. self-addresgeil esvelepe.
FOR ABBY'S NEW 80011ELET "WHAT TEEN-At:FRS
WANT TO KNOW." SI Sit sille TO ABBY. BOX 1571'. 
LON
ANGF,LIPA, CAI. WM
FLATS 
Ffintte Home Scene
Of Women's Meet
Episcopal Church
The women of St. John's
Episcopal Church held its re-
gular monthly meeting in the
home of Mrs. Charles Hinds
on the Doran Road on Monday
evening, June 17.
Mrs. Charlie Moore, presi-
dent, presided at the business
session. Mrs. Robert Mabry,
secretary, read the minutes,
and Mrs. Norman Klapp, trea-
surer, gave her report.
During the social hour re-
freshments of ice cream cake
and coffee were served by Mrs.
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Wednesday, June 19
The Elm Grove Baptist
Church WMS will hold its cir-
cle meeting at the church at
7:30 p.m. Mrs. Charles Burkecn
will be the leader.
• • •
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Hinds to Mrs. Michael Gardone,
Mrs. Paul Heise, Mrs. Michael
Steczak, Mrs. Robert Mabry,
Mrs. Norman Klapp, and Mrs.
Charlie Moore.
The next meeting will b e
held in September at the home
of Mrs Paul Heise, 1511 John.
son Boulevard.
WEDNESDAY — JUNE 19. 
Club is scheduled to meet with
Mrs. Autumn Ezell at one p.m.
• • •
Thursday, June 20
The Dorothy Circle of the
First Baptist Church WMS will
Lave a family picnic at the City
Park.
• • •
The Annie Armstrong Circle
of the Hazel Baptist Ch t h
WMS will meet at the horn of
Mrs. Vivian Farris at 7:30 p.m
Mrs. Kathryn Langston will be
in charge of the prognin.
• • •
The Business and Profession-
al Women's Club will have a
dinner meeting at the Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p.m
FASHIONMATES by BRADLEY
SHORTS, SKIRTS JACKETS,
COORDINATES 3 piece cotton SUITS
Glenplaids And Solids
111/(3 OFF.
1,-JUNIOR BifOUSE UNIFORMSWhite
1/3 OFF  lihie 00 
Coordinates WHITE SWANN
One Group of
MESH or PLAIN
HOSIERY
2 Pairs 59 c
PEIGNOIR 1
1/3
SETS
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1/2
PRICE
HATS ' 'Ile Group CanvasSHOES &
SANDALS
, $2.49 $3.99
r
e Group-Pink,
Summer
Yellow, Orange, Leather, atraw,Patenti
Bags 1/3 OFF
One Group of
DRAPERY
MATERIAL
1/2 PRICE. Striped-zAll Colors
CANNON MUSLIN
PILLOW CASES
$1.39
Jacque ne onn 
skins-- Three Days irr.m. I
Regular $11.00 - $12.00 - $14.00 Shoes
SH0:ES LOW AND MID HEELS $8s,yeiio 
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,88 iB4O
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WE HAVE COMPLETELY REMODELED OUR MEAT DEPARTMENT FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENENCE.
Shop the largest selection of Quality Meats at the lowest prices
in town including U.S. PRIME BEEF at REGULAR BEEF PRICES
Prices in this ad good through Tuesday, June 25th.
We reserve the right to limit quantity.
COFFEE
PICKLES bre aaditiSt 2 9
COFFEE 47.990
BEANS #4 ag690
MAY 5PiateNAISE595
SORGHUM411d89o
14 oz
Gerbers
Strained
FOLGERS
or MAXWELLHOUSE
4
•
1.94,4fk;
a
South 12th street Murray, Ky. 
(with coupon)
Miss Liberty
BREAD
13/4 lb.
loaf
lA lb. 29 C
loaf
BABY FOOD
1243/azersoz st,., oo
Pound Can 29
DRINK Ode 46 oz. can 2Pineapple Grape ru 1
PIE SHELL.p::: 290
IS N ca°nzs.15(P
R 25r4 2.19
2 2:- 27
F
Bard Pillsbu
Go k Medal
OLEO YellowSoh
41.
Turners Y2 gal. , to
CE M IL K Alt) J I 
Festival 1/2 gal.
59CE CREAM
SUGAR 5 lb bagB. pEACHES tons MEAL Tit: 5 blabgait
BOLD LG. Box A Miss List1418"'"
L. tiC pkg
RICE"'1 lb pkg..19C2 lb3pkg 34lb pkg..*Sacraqnto
341 S1.00 'JELLYGRA8PluEe Plate18  11 .jars ti $1 PORK8B INSilsitcill.
Adams
ORANGE
26ca0n1s.
JUICE
35c
,: FRENCH
Frozen
2 lb pkg29t
FRIESTISSUE
CATSUP,H4unt's
Settee
oz.BPitztzale
4 „
14
2rt EGGS Grade.Medium'A' doz.390
SPRY Shortening42 oz. can 690
U.S.
Cliali
PRIME FIRST CUTS it
frAIST 39'
FIRST
RIRK
CUTS
CIEFS
39
HAMBURGER Fresh Ground 3 $1.00 ARMOURS
Fill
12 OZ. PKG.
i NKS39
ST i KS Prime Rib . 19C
ROAST UB.oSnelPersisme SRiurmlopin tip lb99C LIVER Pot* or Beef 29C
BACK RIB Port County Style * 490 SMOKED
PICNICS39
BACON Sweet Rasher 0 IIR
STEAKS Chuck Wagon 6 ,., 69c PIGFEET or NECKBONES 4 IR
Golden
BANANAS
Ripe
9'
New
POTATOE$10:.59'
Red
PEACHES Fresh 19,
100 Treasure Chest Stamps 100
with this coupon and purchase of
2lbs CRADDOCK'S SAUSAGE $1.19
100 Treasure Chest Stamps 100
with this coupon and the purchase
of a Morrell CANNED HAM.
CAULIFLOWER
Snow
white 491/4
Fresh Green lb 5c Void after June 25 th.
Void after June 25 th. -z's
APPLES Cooking 2. 29'CABBAGE COFFEE
Folzers m
50 Treasure Chest Stamps 50 1 b s 
CORN
Fresh white
yellow
or
19 ,
or Maxwellhouse lb. 24C 
with this coupon and $5.00 or more
additional purchase Cis. and Tobb.
eXcluded
Void after June 25 th.
with this coupon and the. purchase
of Qt. Bottle CHARM DETERGENT
Void after June 25th.
PEAS Purple Hull ,, 29c
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Looking Ahead
AKRON. Ohio 'UPI r —14ear-
ly two-thirds of The Goodyear
Tire at Rubber Company's
1941 net income was retained
to help provide for future
growth and about one-third
was paid out In dividends to
stockholders, the firm's annual
report shows Of the corn-
pany's $127 I-million In earn-
ings $79 million was retained
and 949 I million went to
shareholders
Transformer Soles
PHILADELPHIA —
Sales of transformers for elec-
tronic equipment now repre-
sent an annual market esti-
mated at more than 1500 mil-
lion according to Edward J.
Fisher, president ol Treseo.
Inc. a transformer manufac-
Western Leming
SAN FRANCISCO d UPI) —
Western bank lending increas-
ed one and one-half times in
the last decade, according to a
study published by the Federal
Reserve Bank of San Fran-1
tiara
The study shows that in the
decade from June 1957 to June
1967. total loans increased 144
per cent at insured commer-
cial banks in the 12 Western
Mates. -
hirer "The growth of this In-
dustry has been sparked by the
accelerating trend in the elec-
tronics field toward higher
performance, greater precision
and miniaturization he said
Newlyweds Face.
Practical Ta4ksNEW YORK (WT)—Wedded
bliss Is one thing. Blissful un-
awareness of changes in rec-
ords that should be made after
the wedding march is another.
Many records should be up-
dated immediately, says the
Institute of Life Insurance.
These include records dealing
with employment, tax deduc-
tions. bank accounts and in-
surance policies
Many of these can be altered
as needed simply by a short
visit to the personnel office
where you work. It can help you
with tax withholding changing
names of beneficiaries on group
life Insurance policies, and
making sure that health insur-
ance gives family protection
and maternity benefits. Fre-
quently, union welfare officers
can handle group insurance
matters
If you have existing personal
health and life policies, call on
your insurance agent to make
sure he has the correct names
and address
The start of married life is
a good time to review all se-
curity programs and make sure
they are in line with your new
family picture Your insurance
advisor can be helpful in an-
swering questions about plan-
ning
Seek expert advice in other
areas, such as money and
whether bank accounts should
be changed, joint ones opened.
Many couples at this time
make their wills. Seek a law-
yer's advice and he will be able
to help in other legal matters
that are of particular concern
to newlyweds
Jeweler Helps
Brides-to-be
NEW YORK 4 UPI — The
jeweler can be a bride's best
friend when it comes to pur-
chasing her household needs.
He can advise her on the
most appropriate sitver pat-
tern, keyed to her tastes and
her home furnishings. He can
advise her on whether to
choose between the two basic
categories of china, The tradi-
tional or contempOiSry And
or the head of the CIASPIS
pertinent in the stores can tell
her bow to determine quality
china
The purchaser should be
able to see light through_atia.1-
ity china Balancing a plate
on three fingers and tapping
it with a pencil should produce
a clear, bell-like ring The
glaze should feel smooth to
the touch. The cup should St
snugly and securely into the
saucer
Traditionally. a bride starts
her china service WIND the ba-
sic place setting --.: dinner,
salad and bread-ad talr plates,
teacup and saucer •
For extra Savor and spici-
ness, add a few drops of aro-
matic bitters to ginger ale,
colas. limeade or orange juice
Kerosine in Space
TULSA Okla I UPI i —Kero-
sine • major source of home
lighting only a few decades
ago, has become a vital part of
the nation's space effort
Westinghouse SUPER HEAVY DUTY
Room Air Conditioner
Whole House Cooling
" $5000 PerA s I,ow
Week
A Size for Any Cooling Need
Purdoms,Inc.
"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"
Telephone 753-4872
Super Heavy Duty Room Air
Conditioner
Super Powered (11,500 to
26,000 BTU's, AHAM-Certl-
fled) for those hard.to-cOol
places — offices, stores and
apartments. Also available In
19,500 BTU Heat and Cool
model.
Hideaway Panel- slides to
one side for convenient ad-
justment of controls — slides
back for a solid, good-looking
appearance.
Full Control Rang* — High,
Medium, Low Cool— High and
Low Fan — Adjustable Ther-
mostat — Exhaust, Fresh Air
and Circulate
Effective Dehumidification
removes up to9pints of mois-
ture per day.
Installs Anywhere,— single or
double hung windows —
to 48* wide — also Thru-the
Wall,
Cows, Teeth, Can
Seal Some :Weddings
NEW YORK i UPI) — The
"something borrowed" for that
happy wedding day is about
the only bridal item that
doesn't bear a price tag.
Out of dad's pocket, the av-
erage wedding takes $1,666.
say economists at Chase Man-
hattan Bank
The American dad pays and
pays and pays But in other
countries money isn't all that
figures in the cost of weddings
—at least, not lust dad's mon-
ey In such countries, the
bridegroom pays for the hand
of his maiden.
Historians at the bank cited
these customs:
—Among the Eskimos, tools
are highly prized Flies or oth-
er such useful items might help
seal the bargain for the hand
of a lovely young girl.
—In contemporary Algeria,
ancient customs have gone
modern and a young man
might be asked for a television
set or even an automobile to
seal the deal with the bride's
parents.
—Cattle, goats, pigs and
sheep constitute the major
portion of African bride pay-
ments Today in Uganda, the
going rate for a bride is 75
cows..
—One of the most spectacu-
larly plumed birds in the
Council Tells
Who Pays What
NEW YORK UP'11 — Here
comes the bride and then come
the bills. Who pays for what.
In the matter of getting a cou-
ple married? The Jewelry In-
dustry Council gives this break-
down:
The bride or her family
pays for her trousseau, the
wedding ring for the bride-
groom. presents and accommo-
dations for her attendants, per-
sonal stationery and calling
cards, sad' her medical exam-
ination.
The bride's family assumes
responsibtlity for wedding in-
tuitions and enclosure cards,
announcements, engagement
nd -sew/NH irg-
rental for the church or other
wedding site, fees for the or-
ganist. soloist and sexton, aisle
carpet flowers for church,
home. or other location, the
bridesmaids' bouquets and
Mower headdress, gratuity for
traffic policemen, transporta-
tion for the bridal party from
house 'to wedding site to the
reception, the bridesmaids'
luncheon, and enure cost of
the reception
The bridegroom pays for the
bride's engagement and wed-
ding rtnits the marriage li-
cense, gift for the bride, his
medical examination, bride's
bouquet- , mid going-away cor-
sage. boutonnieres for the men
of the wedding party flowers
for the two mothers gloves,
ascots 04 ties for the men in
the treidding. gifts and accom-
modations for his best man
and ushers fee for the clergy-
man, and the wedding trip
The bridegroom's family pays
for clothes they wear to the
wedding. their travel expense
and hotel bills, and a wedding
gift for the newlywed.s The
dinner preceding or following
the wedding rehearsal may be
given by ether the bride or
bridegroom's family
(114••••• is rill) 
•
There are several ways to
skin a fresh tomato Pierce the
stem end with a fork and ro-
tate the tomato over a low
flame. Or dip each one in very
hot water, hold there until skin
loosens, then peel it off.
Greenhouse tomatoes, which
have very tender skins, need
only brief heating, and in
many cases the skin can be
peeled off without pre-treating.
Tuck a box of baking soda
Into hubby. tackle box before
he sets off for fishing Dry soda
Is a good scratchless scourer
for shining lures. Plahhooks
won't rust when anchored in a
cork and stored in a jarful of
dry soda The bait bucket
won't smell fishy if it's washed
,with a soda solution Before
walking through tall grass to
reach the lake or stream du.st
your legs well with baking soda
to ward off chiggert.
Serve wedges of warm apple
pie with grilled cheese topping.
Place a wedge-shaped slice of
American or cheddar cheese
two each pie wedge and broil
until cheese just begins to
melt
w4rld. the bird of paradise. is
hlbhly valued by New Guinea
tres. The icathers figure in
bide negotiations
During the last century in
4-. whale's teeth were consid-
erlpd so valuable that a single
Ii 
or a large canoe 
was sufficient to buy a
w 
}—On Yap Island ill the
9iinth Pacific, large stone discs
a6out 30 Inches in diameter
and weighing over 100 pounds
a the local currency. One
In" will buy a wife—or so
10.000 coconuts or one-
rter acre of land
—Among Lua people of 'Mai-
1 d tradition firmly fixes the
e of a bride at 16 silver
p es. Alter some haggling
o the price the bridegroom
c es in the night to steal his
b e—also part of the ritual,
n't laugh at the customs
o other nations. Wife buying
h been practiced in the
A
round 1620. the struggling
✓ inia colony had a short-
a
E
of wives A ship was cha-
p hed from London with a
cargo of eligible young wom-
en. One-hundred pounds of to-
bacco was set as the "bride
price- to cover the cost of each
girl's passage
..
Cows Give Nan
DAVIS. Calif (UPI A
University of California animal
scientist rays two cows now
produce as much milk as It
took three cows to deliver in
I910
Professor Harold H Co
edited genetic improvements.
improved nutrition and disease
control with an oversee milk
production increase of 54 per
rent in California cows tested
by the Dairy Herd Improve-
ment Assoctatkin
••,
I11
••
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WHEN A COMBINATION DINING-FAMILY ROOM became too small for the family, a direct
approach solved the problem: Make the room bigger by building an addition to it. Existing
room and addition are united in design and appearance by textured, factory-finished hardwood
plywood paneling on two accent walls. This view looks from dining area through open room
divider, into family room. Paneling is Georgia Pacific's Brasilia.
MURRAY LERMANS SALEDAYSSATISFACTION GUARA ED
WN, WN
 THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY 
Set of 4 Braided Rugs Shag Rugs with Fringe
MADE OF NYLON & RAYON
ONE - 9:12
It' ONE' - 4z8
TWO - 22:42
*42.98 Value -
All Four, only 29.88
45-INCH MATERIAL
WASH & WEAR - HEAVY WEAVE
Suitable for Dresses and Sportswear
White, Navy, Brown and Assorted Colors
981 Value -
Sale Price _ 48
LADIES SHORTS
PRINTS - CHECKS - SePHIDS
Sizes 8 - 18
88c
ACETATE
WHITE AND PASTEL COLORS
Sizes 5- 10
3 PRS Tic
MENS —
HANDKERCHIEFS
WHITE - LARGE SIZE
Package of 10 lic
TROPICAL PANTS
so Permanent Press
so• Superb Quality
'6.98 Values
JESS
4.88
c c c0
— SIZE 315 —
to' 50°0 Nylon
So SIP". Dacron
Double latex Back - Machine Washable
'4.98 Value
'for _ _  2.88
45-INCH VOILE
Floral Patterns and Satin Stripe
Solid Colors
Reg. Price '1.19
Sale Price 1)&
SEAMLESS MESH
NYLON HOSE
Colors: ('innamon and Harmony
3 PRS
— LADIES —
DACRON AND COTTON
SHIFT GOWNS
ONLY
iso Dainty Trim
Po Pastel Colors
Sizes 34 46
s1.77
SWIM miliUNKS
CHECKS - PLAID - SOLIDS
'3.49 & '3.98 Values
ONLY 2.00
— MENS —
KNIT SHIRTS
WITH ('OLLARS AND POCKETS _
"FRUIT OF THE LOOM"
so 50% Dacron
i•s" 50% ('otton
'298 . values
f%_1311112ESIEFERIVETEMBISI
2.00
_MT10_15_18101-0151311
o
•
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By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
wHY COOK in if you cancook out? It's far more
fun and, what's more, food
cooked out and eaten out def-
initely does taste better. Could
It be that fresh air is a secret
ingredient?
At any rate, don't wait until
the Fourth of July launches
the outdoor season to strut
your stuff at the baybecue pit.
If the sun is shining, have
your first-of-the-season bar-
becue this weekend
Serve steak always a fa-
vorite when it has charcoal
flavor or try lamb, fish or
chicken.
For a quick cookout that
the kids will enjoy, fall back
on burgers or franks with a
selection of relish, mustard
and ketchup plus go-withs like
French fries or sauerkraut.
Some excellent recipe* to
try over the coals follow:
BARBECUED SHISH KEBAB-
3 lbs. boned lamb
ishoulder or leg)
C. salad oil
c. beer or ale
C. vinegar
c. brown sugar
2 tbsp. soy sauce
1 clove garlic, crushed
1 tsp. dry parsley
I. tsp. dry mustard
tsp. crushed basil
8 small white onions,
peeled
6 mushrocma. stems
removed
1 green pepper sliced
Into 2-in pieces
2 tomatoes, cut into
wedges
1 itl-oz.) can t.mato
It's Time
To Dine Out
"STEAK" your reputation as a barbecue chef on a cookout, tarring a thick sirloin and a
shish kebab that's been marinated in beer or ale, oil. vinegar soy sauce and seasonings
sauce
Cut meat into 2-inch pieces.
about 1-inch thick; remove
gristle and most of fat.
To make marinade, combine
oil, beer, vinegar, brown su-
gar, soy sauce, garlic, parsley.
mustard and basil in large
WATER CRESS BI TTER sparked with onion powder and
marjoram leaves makes superb satire to spcon over lamb
bowl.
Add lamb pieces and let
marinate in rirfrigerator at
least 3 how* or overnight.
turning meta occasionally.
When,a4ady to cook, alter-
nate panrinated (hunks
with vegetables on long metal
shinvers.
Add tomato sauce to re-
maining marinade to make
barbecue sauce, brush over
vegetables and lamb. Broil
over hot coals until lamb is
tender, about 15 minutes
Brat* frequently with barbe-
cue sauce and turn skewers to
brown kebabs. Serves 6 to 8
LAMB CHOPS WITH
WATER CRESS BUTTER
6 tbsp. butter, softened
c. chopped water cress
tsp. marjoram leaves
Dash onion powder
6 ill., to 2-in. thick )
sirloin lamb chops,
about 31, lbs
Salt and pepper
Combine butter, water cress
marjoram and onion powder:
mix well.
Sprinkle lamb with salt and
pepper
Broil 6 to 7-inches from
heat sliurce for 12 _to 15 min-
utes on each side or until de-
sired degree of doneness.
Serve water cress butter
with chops
Serves 8
LOUISIANA YAMS IN
LEMON SAUCE
2 tbsp. sugar
2 tsp. cornstarch
14 tsp. allspice
Dash salt
K c. water
2 tbsp. butter or
margarine
tap grated lemon peel
2 tbsp lemon juice
3 il 11).1 cans Louisiana
yams, drained
3 lemon slices
Mix together sugar, coyn-
starch, allspice and salt.) in
saucepan. Gradually add Ira-
te*. Cook, stirring constardly
ubtil mixture boils 1 mirage
A.1/4 butter, lemon peel and
Shoe; stir until butter meets
Add yams to sauce and heat
Garnish with lemon slices,
, Serves 6
'AIRARBECUED SIRLOIN-
•• • STEAK
7 lbs sirloin steak,
2 to 2I,s in. thick
Salt and pepper 4'
c. butter or margarine
I opt ionall
Mason coals are white hot'or
when grill level registers
about 350'"F sear steak on
both aides to hold in juice
Continsie cooking, turning
with tongs, until proper de-
gree at doneness is reached
Meat thermometer may be
used, ,
Seaton meat with salt and
pepper when turning Just be'
fore' serving, spread butter
over steaks
Servet 5 to 7.
HELLENIC BARBECUE
SAUCE
, 1 pt wine vinegar
olive oil
1 1 2 tsp onion salt
t oregano
tsp each seasoned
ip 
salt and pepper
Combine all ingredients Let
the Sh hc t ure stand several;
hours or overnight to blend
the flavors.
Makes 2 c. Use to marinate
chicken or lamb for 4 to 5:
hours before cooking
Ceramic Tile Breaks
"Rig .1rea Harrier"
Ceramic tile, once more or less
confined to the bathroom, has
brokkn the "wet area barrier."
In many colors, sizes and shapes,
domestic ceramic tile now lends
itself to a variety of decorating
ideas for virtually every room of
the home
One of the most dramatic uses
of tile is the ceramic mosaic
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mural Such a mural can be made
from any favorite sketch or ab-
strati design.
ining Area
Needs Light
A common mistake in selecting
a fixture for a dining room is t
shop for the most decorative!
correct model, without regar
for lighting requirements
chandelier may key a romantid
mood and help fine silver and
dinnerware sparkle like Jewell
—but there are dons.
The low level of Uluminatiod
is unflattering to the appearanci
of the hostess and her guests'
It's hard to see food well, and
this annoys some people Set
ling the table and tidying up sr
difficult.
To maintain the glamour of th 
chandelier along with better
lighting, install two or more ref
ceased spotlights in the ceiling,
suggests the American Home
Lighting Institute. •
This doesn't interfere with the
candlelight effect, but will pro'
Ide light where its needed—for
table and people.
A new kind of light switch!,
called a dimmer, can increase bt•
decrease light as desired. Some
dimmers are set for two or three
light levels With others, the
required amount of light can he
dialed,
LOsi alert fps ire
rs el I.
Now on the market is a new
do-it-yourself kitchen counter
topping which the homeowner
can handle. It's pliable vinyl,
which the manufacturer says is
easy to cut, bend and adhere
to old surfaces.
The vinyl is much like vinyl
tiles that handymen has'? been,
putting on floors for years, only
it isn't quite as thick, for ease
of handling Wearing surface is
Just as tough as the floor surface
The countertoppings have
sculptured, textured and smooth
surfaces, color-coordinated with
vinyl floor patterns
Improvertients Pay
In More Than Cash
Outdoors, homes are getting a facelift with everything from new roofing and
siding to new patio furniture and plantings. Indoors, rooms are responding to the
magic of paneling, painting, wallpapering, flooring. Kitchens go modern; family
rooms grow out of attics and basements; bathrooms expand and multiply. Repair
and remodeling, expansion and modernization are in the air—it's home improve-
ment time!
What's all this in aid of? Some proponents of home improvement hold that it's
worthwhile to remodel because it's a good investment. Improving a home will in-
crease property value and pay off with a better resale price, they say. True enough
—but there's more to home improvement than property value, contends Edgar V.
Hall, director of the National Home Improvement Council.
"We're used to spending substantial sums on cars, clothes, food, vacations, en-
tertainment. We don't expect to recoup our expenses on these items,- says Direc-
Hall. "Why, then, should we expect to do so in the case of
me improvement and remodeling?"
Remodeling pays its own dividends, he points out. For one
thing, it enables families to enjoy a better over-all standard of
living. Children stay at home when they have more space to
play in. Tensions between parents and children are less, when
a second or third bathroom relieves the usual morning congestion,
or when there is a basement family room'for play or entertaining.
Saves Time For Mom
Converting an attic into a bedroom or study can mean less time
spent in front of television and better grades in school. It can
mean a place for Dad to catch up on office work—or, it can pro-
vide guestroom space for overnight—or longer—visits from friends
and relatives.
For Mom, of cours'e, a more spacious, better-equipped kitchen
or laundry can mean a new lease on life. She will have more time
to spend in community activities, or in pursuing the hobby she
once dropped to raise a family.
Improvements like these make
a house more livable, and they
are easy to finance, too.
"The monthly payments for
the kind of improvements that
excite the admiration Of the
neighborhood are substantially
less than the payments on anew
house," Mr. Hall says. ,
There are other factora Se con-
sider, too. Inasmuch as mortgage
money may be in short supply,
it is difficult to buy a new home,
even for three who can afford
the payments. This also means
that there are fewer buyers for
used homes, making it harder to
resell a home.
More Contractors
The alternative, then, may be
to improve the preaent home.
Unlike mortgage funds for new
homes, financing for remodel-
ing is not hard to come by.
Most lending institutions are
happy to finance remodeling
projects.
With the availability of financ-
ing, there is also an increasing
number of contractors who are
highly qualified to do expert
work at fair prices. Contractors
and new home builders are en-
tering the remodeling field in
large numbers.
As a one-stop source of re-
modeling supplies, the building
materials dealer is opening new
home improvement centers ev-
erywhere The home remodeler
has a convenient source of sup-
plies, and a constant source of
ideas, too.
"Never before, has there been
such a vast amount of materials
available for remodeling,- says
the Home Improvement Council
director.
Space Misers,
Here's How To
Stretch Closets!
Need more closet space?
Then, reorganize, redesign and
--while you're at it—line closets
with aromatic red cedar, for a
lifetime of moth protection
Here's how to carry out a
closet-space program.
Inventory closet contents and
then design the most efficient
method of ousing the items.
Be a space miser' The conven-
tional five to five and one-half
foot drop to the floor from closet
rods really isn't necessary
Four and one half will do for
most overcoats and dresses,
while most men's suits require
only three and one-half feet.
Women's blouses and jackets
need even less
By installing rods no higher
than needed to serve their pur-
pose, it's often possible to get a
second rod almost at ceiling
height, or to provide additional
wall space for shelving.
Don't overlook the insides of
closet doors They make ideal
locations for shoe bags or racks,
a full length mirror or hooks for
handbag storage
Mark intended shelf locations
on existing closet walls.
Cedar-lining the walls-is a job
that goes quickly Installation
Instructions are included in ev-
ery package of cedar lining, and
the lumber pieces themselves
are tongue-and-grooved for fast,
tight assembly.
A word of caution Never paint,
shellac or otherwise finish the
cedar. Such treatment will close
the wood's pores and minimize
the desired cedar aroma.
Checking Costs
Wallet size card to help a home-
owner compare the costs of var-
ious home heating fuels in his
area is available from the educa-
tion-information center of the
hydronic (hot water) heating in-
dustry. Send five cents in coin
to National Better Heating Cool-
ing Council, 250 Park Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10017
•
Product
News
FOR DECORATING
Cast from carvings made in
hardwood, new plastic "Designer
Carvings" come in the form of
medallions, placques and mould-
ings, which can be applied to
doors or furniture, with nails or
adhesive. For full-color bro-
chure, free, write "Designer Car-
vings Decorating Idea BOWL"
Filon Division, Vistron Corpora-
tion, 12333 South Van Ness Aven-
ue, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250
RESEMBLES WOOD
"Lite Beam," a synthetic ceil-
ing beam produced of polyure-
thane, has the appearance of
natural wood in its graining and
colorings, says the manufactur-
er, Am Finn Sauna, Inc Finished
and pre-cut with a two-by-two
inch underside center channel,
It is available in Did English
dark walnut, Colonial medium
mahogany and Federal light oak.
A four by six foot "Lite Beam"
weighs only eight pounds
Some Need
Sump Pump
One of the most popular
home improvements this year
is converting the basement
into a livable area.
Whether the basement be-
comes a family room, utility
room, workshop, extra bed-
room or a combination of
these, one thing is sure. It
holds a lot of valuable equip-
ment that must be protected
against basement flooding.
Best insurance against base-
ment flooding is a sump
pump, says the Plumbing-
Heating-Cooling Information
Bureau.
Sometimes called a cellar
drainer, the pump is installed
in a pit or sump. When water
In the pit reaches a prede-
termined level, a float switch
automatically starts the
pump. It operates until all
the water has been drained
out, when shutoff also is auto-
matic.
Basement flooding most fre-
quently results from heavy
rains However, if the home
has an overhead sewer, water
from plumbed-in appliances
can't drain away by gravity,
and a sump pump is needed.
Plumbing contractors can
advise about sump pumps.
FOR THE FLOORS
Thanks to a relatively new in-
stallation technique, hardwood
strip floors can be as adaptable
to concrete slab bases as to con-
ventional wood joist construc-
tion. The technique eliminates
the expense of wood subflooring.
Detailed instructions for this in-
stallation method are provided
In a free illustrated leaflet from
National Oak Flooring Manufac-
turers' Association, 814 Sterick
Building, Memphis, Tenn. 38103.
CHANGING BLINDS
Narrow slat blinds feature slats
only one inch wide, with poly-
ester tapes which actually serve
as Cords Object is precise light
and ventilation control They're
Bali Blinds, from Carey McFall
Company
TRANSFORMED The former
woman ski champion of
Austria, Erika Schinegger
(above) has been transform-
ed into a man after four dif-
ficult operations, and wall re-
sume her career as a man
racer next season. Erik his
new name). 19, said he
hopes the World Women's
Downhill title he won as a
girl in 11466 will not be taken
away from him.
INSTALLING CARPET
Installation of wall-to-wall car-
peting enters the do-it-yourself
class with a new product called
Town Aire Carpet Tiles, by Ozite
The "tiles" are 12-inch squares
of polypropylene carpet with a
latex foam rubber backing. They
can be cemented to the floor with
a rubber-based adhesive.
ABOUT SHINGLES
Asphalt roofing shingles are
now available in a wider range
of colors than ever before, in-
cluding black, white, pastels,
blands and new "earth" and "for-
est" shades. Color treatment has
also been improved, so shingle
color is fade-resistant. New shin-
gle shapes give the roof a de-
signed look, and heavy-weight
shingles, which have a thick
edge, add deep shadow lines and
a textured appearance.
IN ONE STEP
"The Cleaner and Protector,"
a new silicone from Dow Corn-
ing, is said to clean, polish, pro-
tect and waterproof in one step,
on wall or floor We.
Bank of Murray
Announces the Following
Banking Hours
Effective June 21, 1968
MAIN OFFICE AND DOWNTOWN BRANCH
9:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
4:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Friday Evenings - - - A NEW SERVICE!
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 Noon
Saturdays
• • •
A Drive-In Window at the
Downtown Branch will be open
Monday thru Thursday
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. - - - A NEW SERVICE!
Friday 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
We are pleased to provide LATE DRIVE-IN and
FRIDAY EVENING Banking Hours for the
Convenience of our Customers
BANK OF MURRAY
"THE FRIENDLY BANK
Main Office Downtown Branch
Fourth & Main Filth & Poplar
Deposits Insured to $15,000 by F.D.I.C.
COPY NOT ALL
READABLE
t. •
•
`• 
comforts of home
"It was inevitable that wom-
en should discover the fun of
camping," points out Emily J.
I3erckmann, women's service
director for the Thermos Divi-
For lighting and cooking, sion of King-Seeley Thermos
maw lanterns and camp stoves Co Norwich. Conn., a corn -
enhance the camper's home pany which has had a great
sway from home The best deal to do with bringing crea-
buys are those that burn allY tore comforts to the campsite.
411.
•,••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Backyard Campout Shakedown for Real Thin
cxpert Suggests 'Test
!Run' That will Prove
Wun for the Family
" In the market for • fun va-
cation this year') One that will
tmityease every member of the  and still not break the
budget' Try a camping vaca-
Ey. n
 for one of the most en-
able experiences you'll ever
ve At the cost of staying
'lame you'll be able to discover sations too It can help you
the unforgettable pleasure of pre-condition your tent Be-
outdoor living
Jack Hamilton, camping ex-
pert at the Thermos Division
of King-Seeley Thermos Co.,
Norwich, Conn., a company
well known to campers for its
full line of outdoor living prod-
ucts, advises first time camp- Mo
dern Teints
ers to embark on this adven-
ture in their own backyards
before they go off to the wilds.
-A weekend campout on the
home sod makes • great deal
of sense." says Hamilton. "Be-
sides, it will be fun for every-
one concerned Dad will get a
chance to display his skill as
an outdoorsman. Mom will get version of the tent makes 
an
out of the house, the kids will ideal second tent if the young-
sters want to have a tent of
their own at home and away
Another tent to be consid-
ered Is a spacious tent shaped
like a Quonset Hut, campers
over six feet will find this mod-
el to their liking The semi-
circular arched roof allows for
plenty of headroom Room di-
viders have even come to tents
An optional divider converts
It into two rooms
The confusion formerly stir-
be enchanted, and the neigh-
bors will find it diverting.
"Seriously, a trial run pro-
vides the opportunity to be-
come completely familiar with
new equipment, to figure out
the best arrangement for
sissping bags and stowing gear
inside the tent, operating your
camp stove and lantern, pack-
ing an ice chest, and deciding
which kitchen equipment you'll
really need"
might do as one family who
were rained out did — they
spent a most interesting after-
noon visiting their city's his-
torical landmarks, something
they had always been too busy
to do before
The rain has other compen-
fore using your tent for the
first time it is best to wet it
down completely, using the
line spray attachment on your
garden hose This will activate
the waterproofing compound
Choosing a tent is an impor-
tant decision for the would-be
camper An excellent choice is
the igloo-shaped tent that
pops into position in less than
two minutes Completely port-
able, It can be moved from sun
to shade even when It's up.
Incidentally, the smaller
rounding the selection of a
sleeping bag has been over-
day morning for your campout come with the adven
t of sleep- has become a wonderfully in-
weekend and count on cook- l ing bags c
arrying a helpful expensive and rewarding f am-
dial that matches up the lly affair with almost all the
campers needs to a specific
sleeping bag. If your antici-
pated activities include boat
camping, you'll want a marine
sleeping bag
The wire camper use. the privacy of hi, backyard
as • testing area in order to it... .hakedown teat,
of all ramping equipment before tiry4 trip afield.
To make each camping trip more enjoyable. give
everyone in the family the manse chores during the
Look, Mom
shakedown test. so each member will be familiar
with their job before heading afield. II fide Dad
.et, up the Prairie Schooner tent. Mom sets up
her camp tome and practices fixing a meal or timi.
Children help Dad net up their min Pop-Tent.1
Now You're a Camper,
• • •
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Anyone who has the idea
that camping is strictly for
men should do a fast check at
the nearest campsite. Not only
are women ramping, but
they're loving it Today s camp-
ing equipment has been geared
to the fairer sex and camping
SHOP DOWNTOWN MURRAY
(No Phone Orders Please)
Watch Now...
Pay Later
RCA
Color TV
WARD
RCA COLOR TV
w ITH
YEAR TUBE WARRAN Y
"On The Square"
AND
Murray, Ky.
Setting I. p Camp
Plan to set up camp Battu-
Mg and serving Saturday lunch
and dinner and Sunday break-
fast and lunch at the camp-
site Plan your menus ahead
and shop for supplies Thurs-
day or Friday night
No fair sneaking into the
house and raiding the ,freezer
for a bedtime snack of 'vanilla
fudge ripple ice cream
If the shakedown day dawns
rainy, have courage and go
longer means roughing it.
Instead, the lady of th
house, or rather of the ten
may look forward to campsit
with picnic benches and table
drinking water. waahioo
with hot and cold running
water, showers, laundry facill
ties, garbage cans, a groce
store and sometimes even eiec-
tricity Swimming pools an
swings and slides for chil-
dren aren't unusual either
In fact, camping has become
so soft, we've heard of some
distal campers who pack bot
a hair dryer and a wig
Modern supermarkets foun
along the highways and by-
ways in your travels fro
campground to campground
will de 'almost the sam
ahead with your plans any- gasoline and do not require Mont and more women are me  riety your family en
way It's an excellent chance* white gal Or *3%.41114.• sPecial cheeseserisie-easuping-baa_ , -so-dtspel
to practice cooking in the rain fuel This means you'll have a pace with today's convenience- t you may have of a
and to solve the problem of fuel supply as close as your , blessed world Camping no-- steady round of dinners tax-
keeping everyone amused You car's gas tank '
Too!
ipg your ingenuity with a can
;luncheon meat or a jar ofipped beef
4
Citnerally. appetites are
rper on a camping telp ao
lip sure your supplies are ade-
*laic Even reluctant eatera_Rt
tbe ,mall-fry variety deeelop
man-size appetites "then
they re outdoors
Experienced campers ftbd a
hearty breakfast is a good be-
ginning for the day's activities.
Lunch can be light and cer-
twin!), shouldn't call for any
txtensive culinary effort on
tour part Most families enjoy
Sandwiches, a beverage, fresh
Or canned fruit and perhaps
kook les
For dinner, you'll probably
ban' to have a mainotdi. a
vegetable, salad or relishes,
scrrt, and coffee or tea for
the ,rrownups and milk for the
children
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Housekeeping In camp is relatively simple, says Emily Berck-
mann, women's service director for Thermos. She offers these
hints:
• You'll find it a sime.aver to get into the habit of heating
the water for dishwashing when you call the family for meal..
• A doormat will minimize tent housekeeping.
• A full-sized canvas ground cloth helps to keep the tent
iloor clean and it can be easily rolled up and taken outside
to clean.
• Sleeping bags should be aired daily in the nun to keep
them dry and freah-emelling.
• Organise your opening of the ice chest. Get out 
thing you need for a meal at one time. Your ice supply will
last longer.
Forego using your prized matched luggage on a camping trip.
Suitcases are bulky and not suited to life in the wilderness
Instead use duffel bags, preferably one to a person. Let each
individual pack his own and take care of it during the trip
You might even consider placing each day's clothes !under-
wear, outerwear and socks in a separate plastic bag
A two-burner stove is ade-
quate for small families, but
larger families and campsite
gourmets may prefer a three-
burner stove. To simplify your
fuel requirements, choose a
camp stove that burns any
gasoline.
New on the camping scene
this season Is a forced draft
charcoal stove that keeps pace
with today's Jet age and its de-
sire for speed Bound to be a
sure-fire hit, this intense heats
camp stove burns charcoal or I
even wood chips or twigs.
Measuring a mere 10" by 22",
this unusual stove is so effi-
cient that a quart of water
boils in seven minutes. The
perfect companion to the out-
door grill, this stove is ideal for
beach and boat as well as
camp
Be sure to pack a first-aid
kit and remember to include
cold tablets just in case some-
one gets the sniffles, and any
special medicine or prescrip-
tions required by any member 
Youngster. find it a cinch to put up a Thermos Pop-Tent. No *taker
of your family 
are needed and it can be earily moved once up. The ideal "extra
All in all, it looks as if camp-
room .. at the campsite or in the backyard when you have • houseful
ing has become a woman's 
of gur..1., it weigh. only 13 pound. and has • compact carrying case.
world Even tents have changed Camping is a family affair answer and 
the perfect. camp-
their colors and have, gone and some of the most enthu- ing a
ccessory to your present
from drab greens and khaki to siastic campers around are camping 
facility. If any of
many spiendored red, blue, junior-size In fact they've your campers are on t
he sunny
yellow and orange. taken to camping so whole _ side of their 
teens they'll want
Now that camping has join- heartedly many youngsters to claim this spare room 
$s
ed the realm of gracious living, have their own tent set up be- 
their domain.
ls it any wonder women have side their parents' 
The ideal tent for your.
rediscovered the great out- If you've ever wished you
doors. Rediscovered? Yes . . could stretch the size of your tra room" isaP Ap-Tent-wyheetici.i,
after all, Eve was our first lady pick-up camper camp trailer 
Pos to 
shape.P
camper and quite an outdoor or tent trailer, you might fol- old can set up the tent aid
low suit. Unlike adding more strike 
small 
hteimntseislf 
seven feet
girl in her own right. •
space to a house, an -extra
In diameter and can be Set tip
"The shore line of Louisiana crwaminna
iites easy to  conic by at the 
In less than two minutes. It
recedes at a rate of from six A lightweight, compact, eas- can even be moved after It
to 125 feet a year ily stowed tent for two Ls the is up
GROUND COVER
A new permanent, flowering
ground cover, developed for
many uses, adds beauty to banks
and slopes—and one planting is
forever! Once in the ground, it
requires no maintenance beyond
a thorough watering during the 111
first 15-day period, and never IP
needs mowing.
Name of the plant is Penngift
Crownvetch. These other advan-
tages are cited: This tough
perennial is winter-hardy and
drought-resistant, chokes out
weeds, grows well in full sun or
semi-shade. Its pink, white and
lavender blossoms increase in
profusion from year to year.
Until recently, industrial users
have snapped up all the Crown-
vetch obtainable. Now It is avail-
able in sufficient quantities to
accommodate homewoners, too.
Make Small Fry Happy
with Tent of Their Own
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tRIC
elan Dorms, president of tho Peoples Bank ogress that
• lib U. wonderful beverage. Looking on aro Miss Mardis
• Mletai 
last years Dairy Princess,
candidate lids year.
 and Miss Judy Kelm
Miss Patricia Wilson and Miss Barbaro Fiskiappto onloya glass of milk with Jos Dick, president of the Bank of Mur-
ray. Juno is Dairy Month and tho young ladles won impress.
Ins Mr. Deck with the villa of milk to the community and
tits nation.
RELAXING RETREAT, a
znan's den, offers carefree corn
tort. with a reclining chair—
and easy-care carpeting. Printed
carpet of Herculon olefin fiber
Is "Cabaret' by Crown Tuft.
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MURRAY SALE DAYS
DOWNTOWN
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
Field's Fully Cooked
Picnics 29! 
Friday and Saturday,
M from 9 a.m. to b p.m.
Illandwiches 10c
Bacon 59cl . 12-oz. pkg. 39.?. Pimeonr 
CUP
to Cheese
SLICED Wieners Ham Salad 49
Field's Finest Reelfoot All-Meat Parker's Own
FREE!
PEPSI-COLA
SATURDAY ONLY!!
From 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Pure Pork
Sausage
35'Bulk
LEAN, MEATY
SPARE
RIBS
BUSY HALLWAY gets new
floor in a tew hours, thanks to
new process for installing sheet
vinyl flooring directly over an
old Moor. Perimiflor Installation
System by Armstrong Cork.
Lighting Accents
Garden, Entrance
Lighting and landscaping work
hand in hand, welcoming visi-
tors to a hospitable home with
I cheery "Hello " Carefully
placed lighting helps shrubbery
and other plantings around the
entrance stand out effectively;
In the garden, lighting highlights
various landscaping features
Several types of garden light-
ing units are available to draw
attention to the work of a green
thumb in garden and shrubbery
areas of the yard. These units
range from various types of walk
lights to spot lights. Nearly all
of these fixtures are designed
to blend inconspicuously with
their surroundings
In most cases, the exterior
appearance a house can be 4 im-
proved im surably by dress-
ing up the I try Way. An easy
way to do this is by the addition
of a pair of flanking outdoor
wall bracket lighting, fixtures on
both sides of the door. Keep
their size in balance with the
house.
Post lights, too, add a tremen-
dous amount of personality to a
home. Now, many are available
in extra high, double lantern
models, very reminiscent of tbe
light posts of bygone eras.
These units give the yard and
WHICH IS WHICH?
Daffodil or jonquil, which is
which" All daffodils belong to
the plant genus Narcissus. The
jonquil is a particular type of
daffodil
FERTILIZE TURF
Spring fertilizer should be ap-
plied to lawns just as the green
grass blades start to show.
CONTROLLING WEEDS
To prevent weed growth, main-
asin a dense, vigorous-growing
laun Thinning lawns with slow
grass gi ou Ii in( lie' st eed.,
entry way of a home an extra
dimension, as well as providing
a safe passage along the walk
or driveway to the door
In situations where a sizeable
overhang projects from the
house, perhaps above an entry
door or perhaps along a wall
above a patio, fixtures hung from
chain:, and matching the wall
brackets and yard lights are used
to add a family look to outdoor
lighting, and of course, provide
additional illumination.
Many post lanterns, wall brack
eta and ceiling fixtures for out-
door use are styled traditionally,
with a variety of Early American
types available. A good selec-
non of contemporary fixturea
are also easily found in the mod-
ern manner Local lighting cen-
ters carry a complete line
Most outdoor lighting efforts
are further enhanced by the use
of an electronic dimmer that var-
ies the light levels from total
darkness to full brightness with
the turn of a knob.
The nice thin': about such
home improveniunts as outdoor
lighting is that these projects
can be planned totally, well in
advance of installation, and then
done in stages, depending on
flexibility of the budget.
ARE ROsi..s NNW/
Pink is a favorite rose color
in this country — but one gar-
den's pink Ls another garden's
orange. Color of roses may vary
greatly according to soil, loca-
tion or even season of the year
WATERING LAWN
Most lawns need approximate
ly one inch of water every seven
to 10 days, to wet the sod about
six inches deep
FOR GROWTH
l'ot plant stopped growing '
Tn a bigger pot, new soil
GRILL or
PAN FRY
BEEF
Patties
8 to Lb
IBM
11- 0
Big Brother
OLEO 35(
Sticks 2 Lbs.
Tops
POTATO
CHIPS 39e
Pride of Ill.
CREAM STYLE
CORN 2,v-
POT PIES _ _ 4/69
krosty Acres
E STACKED
Asa' p
4
A
nlitilke\
,g it
Ii
I FRESH
FROZEN FOOD PRODUCE
* SPECIALS -w
• Morton - Peach & Apple
No. 1 New Red
OTATOES _10 lbs. 59
1 -FRUIT PIES20_0,.3, 89° Fresh (rlsp
Morton -.Chic., Turk., Beef CARROTS —
e
Thin Skin
LEMONS _ _CUT CORN 24_,, bag39
Frosty Acres
WAFFLES pkg. 10°
39(1 .FOrisiisiiritioz— cf$,
Miss Wisconsin
GREEN
PEAS 2 29e
reen Sweet
10r
dos. 29
PEPPERS _ _ es. 5 
LerAKTIA6UPES e 39°
,01 
laidaTT PEARS 
RITZ CRACKERS
15-oz. 47°
 1-1b. box 39t
CLOVER
LEAF
DRY
MILK
4 Qt
4.3‘A
KRAFT
1-Lb. Bag
MARSH-
MALLOWS
250
CHASE
and
SANBORN
1- Lb. ('an
COFFEE
69
CHICKEN' CHEF'Sup1HE
SEA 
DELIGH1
TUNA CHEESE
LbS3/$1. 5,L(ighh:r, SPREAD
KREY
VIENNA
SAUSAGE
4/89
MORREIL
PRIDO
SHORTENING
3 I bs
59
HUNT'S
FRUIT
COCKTAIL
Large
21 Size
39
Tender, Tasty
MINUTE 99c
STEAK lb
KENTUCKY
LAKE
CAT-
FISH
79'
BRAISE or
B-B-Q
SHORT
RIBS
per Value
BREAD14'4,A). Loaf
2/49e
Super Value 8-pkg. - 25e)
HAMBURGER
BUNS 12 Pkg 27c
Flavor-Kist
FIG BARS
pkg.21b. 49f
10-oz. Pepsi-Cola
6-Bottle Carton
With Order
with Bottles
or Deposit
39e
VIETrJ
15-0z.
CHILI
with
BEANS
3/$1
BUSH
300 SW*
SHOW-
BOAT
BEANS and
371
STOKELY
46-Or
PING
['ON
3/8W
Penny Pinchers
Are Our best Customers
FOOD MARKET S. 5th STREET MURRAY, KY. 1-
OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8 P.M.
,PII:TZ.,414.
41% - 4
%-z1)
•
ggssatsissiNissamotriassisswasteipoii'
te1
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LNorthsideShoppingCenter JIM ADAMS I GAPrices Good Through Tuesday June 25, 1968WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
, 4 FOR
Smoked. Tenderizeti
HAMS
SHiNK UU.F OH
499
 1
(HEM TOOTHPASTE
Luncheon Meat
Nortside
Shopping
Center
••
Wieners I-1 b l'ke. 49c
Chestnut Bacon
HAM Ii \Di 1:1/1 r .Niliktii
•imentoCheesei;.:,i,
Ham Salad
CHUCK Wagon SteAt.
; tot
411'
suin .41" s1.1(1
i-SELTZER 1.4 \ 4 I %‘. .151:111.
JFROS 10110\ v.. _
Hi U1 SI1OII.IHS • I too _ - — NM% 711'
39c
49-7
49c
resh
CHICKEN
BREAST
45c
!I ! h I I .
— — 1?-01. Call q'
43e
I G -
Hamki irgPir
BunsPkg. 122 c
PARAMUJN7
Sweet
Gherkin s
22-07. Jar5 ea
Charcoal
10-Lb. Bag
55
lit ,11
Great
Northern
No 300 Can Beans
10c
OSCAR MEYER
Pork Bar-B-0
12-Oz Jar
68c
GODCHAi X
SUGAR
JIM ADAMS I.G.A. STORE POLICY
O 
.
GAN1I- . NO 
STAMPS .. 
NO COUPONS NO 55.90 FORCED 
PURCHASES
lust Low Prices
- I (
Instant Coffee
10-0z. Jar
SUNFLAAS, IN
Corn Meal
5-Lb. Bag
Self-Rising
99c 35c
NON-DAIRY CREAMEK
PREAM
FRESH
Squash
lb. 10C
RAGS OEM
DOG FOOD
FOL(..ER'
COFFEE
2-Lb. Can
1"
Vienna Sausage
4-0z. Can5 s
FOR
l
RIPE 20-22 Lb.
WATERMELONS
99L
FRESH, RIPE
Cantaloupe
19c
FRESH
CABBAGES
Id, 5c
KRAF I
Bar-B-Q
SAUCE
1 s
3 FOR $1
BATHROOM SIZE
Pkg. of 4 Cans
AJAX
FRESH. CRISP
CARROTS
9c
I I ( )1Z11)
LEMONS
Doz.
29c
Store OPEN 24 Hours DAIY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
H1LJ At JIM ICA It's the total on the tai e that counts!
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FOR SALE
MASSEY FURGERSON baler,
New Holland rake, New Holland
conditioner. Will sell all three
together or conditioner separate
from baler and rake. All in
good condition. Call John Mc-
Cuiston, Route 2 Puryear, Tenn.
247-3949. TFNC
1966 MUSTANG, 289, stick, ra-
dio and heater. See at 1607
Dodson or call 753-8293. TFC
14 FT LARSON Speedboat, 40
h. p. Mercury, new battery,
sids, ski vest, ski rig. Call 753-
7919, S. Parklane. J-21-P
- 1963 PONTIAC Bonneville. Full
power, factory air, new tires.
Excellent condition. Best offer.
Call 753-8123. 3-22-C
1952 MG-TD. Call 753-4998.
J-19-C
BOAT 15' Fiberglass, 75 h. p.
Johnson motor, only 20 hours
time, nylon top aft and side
curtains, all complete with
trailer for $1395.00. Call 435-
4752.
RUGS a mess? Clean for less
with-Blue Lustre! Rent elec-
tric shampooer $1. Bik K. J-22-C
1988 HONDA 350 Scrambler.
Will sell very reasonable. Call
753-6779 or after 5 p. m. 753-
4487. 3-20-C
1981 OLDS 88 Station NVagoe,
factory air, car has been com-
pletely rebuilt, radio and heat-
er Can be seen at Dowdy's ga-
rage on No. 7th Street, or call
753-7628. 3-20-C
BOOK CASE, three shelves, al-
so lamp. Both in excellent con
ditiOn. Leas than six months
old, Call 753-7822. 3-20-C
1981 CHEVROLET 2-ton flat-
bed. Good condition. Call 753-
4841. 3-30-P
1961 PONTIAC and 1957 Ford
pick-up. Both in good condi-
tion. Call 753-1741. J-20-P
WILL SELL one late model
16 cubic foot Westinghouse re-
frigerator with large freezer
capacity, and one Norcold 2
cu ft. office refrigerator or per
feet for camping. Call 753-3919.
3-20-C
3-YEAR-OW black and white
Pinto Pony, gentle for kids.
53" saddle pony, brown and
white Pinto, showed in English
pleasure pony. 4-year-old bay
quarter horse, 14% hands high.
Call 492-8126. J-20-C
2 USED air conditioners. Call
753-7498 from 7:30 to 4:30
daily. J-20-C
HAVE TWO CORDS seasoned
wood for fireplace. Will trade
for woods dirt for gardening.
Call 753-7768. ITC
1963 PONTIAC Bonneville.
Full power, air-conditioned. Ex-
cellent condition, good tires.
Phone 753-1722, days 753-2549
nights
PLAY PEN and high chair in
good condition. Call 753-3798
J-21-C
HORSES: 4 mares, 3 of which
have colts by their sides with
the other mare to foal within
30 days Call 489-2468 after
6:00 P m. 3-25-C
SERVICES OFFERED
MAINTENANCE Unlimited Jan-
itor Service, Commercial, In-
dustrial, Residential. Call be-
tween 2 and 6, 492-8486.
June-7/-C
TWO EXPERIENCED college
boys will paint houses. Reason-
able rates. Call 753-7218 or
7530172, after - 12 noon. 3-24-C
RESPONSIBLE teenager desires
summer baby sitting. Call 753-
71171. .141-C
THE LEDGER
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BY OWNER, 3-bedroom brick
house on So. 16th Street. Call
753-5270. TFC
MODERN FOUR - BEDROOM,
$3,500. Carpet, paneling, air-
conditioning, furniture Elec-
tric heat, insulated, 1% acre.
On blacktop, three miles down
Fottertown Road. J. Robinson.
3-20-P
BUILDING LOTS in Grove
Heights Subdivision, each 100
200 feet, near Elm Grove
Church. Good shade. Walter
Schroeder, Phone 753-2498.
3-20-C
4-BEDROOM house, two baths.
Large library, with all the ex-
tras. Wall-to-wall carpeting.
Central heat and air. 1812 Loch
Lomond, phone 753-4837.
July-23-C
BRICK HOME SCTOSS from Ro-
bertson School. Four large bed-
rooms, three baths, large fam-
ily room. Central heat and air.
Double carport, chain link
fenced back yard, 100 x 150 foot
wooded lot. See by appoint-
ment only. Jerry Wallace, 753-
7868 after 4:30 p. m. 3-21-C
WANT= TO MUT
WANTED to buy for este good
used tractor mowing machine.
George E. Overby. Call 753-
1202. 3-39-C
LOST & FOUND
LOST: Downtown Saturday
morning. White geld watch with
five small diamonds on each
aide of face, white gold band.
Reward. Phone 753-3954 3-213-C
HELP WANTED
Woman to stay with two eld-
erly people. Light homework,
no laundry. Salary, roma and
meals. Call 09-2141 or 753-5881
""K'IZANCILES. Vw.ALLEVI-
A new Western thriller
Ai BY RICHARD POOLE
'WHAT HAS narlrENED
When Gres Corwin bought Tum-
bling T ranch in Wyoming's Sioux
Valley he unwittingly thrust him-
eel( into a range war In rescuing a
neighbor Amanda Zane. from am-
bushern he learned the vette> was
aflame with hatred and violence
The smaller ranchera were pitted
aerator the huge Bar T. owned by
old Vile Edwards and run
by les aggressive foreman, Bart
Tat* Corwin's refusal tu sell Tum-
bling. 'I' to Fred Unger wns fol-
low.' by arson and boundary and
feed* destruction at the rani h and
thea the murder of ono of the small
renclker• Sam Rolls Corwin. want-
ing to Mlle.. Edward's denial ol
be-lag revponsible fur the outlawry.
ladoord Edwards to meet the small-
er, reacher. for a parley.
CHAPTER 19
WITH a stabbing jerk of herarm, the Zane woman in-
dicated a chair. Edwards sank
onto. it and leaned back, check-
ing an audible wince.
• Greg Corwin felt the tension
arid spoke to Amanda with an
ease he did not feel. ''I don't
know some of these gent., Miss
Zane."
.'No need to, Corwin. They're
not friends of yours."
Greg's gaze rested on Stern.
-What did the sheriff say?"
'What do you figure Moyers'd
say since he's Edwards' man?"
"That's not true," Edwards
rumbled. "He was on my pay-
roll but now he's a lawman and
no more beholden to me than
to anyone else. I'd like to get
that straight right now."
.The men shifted, throwing
questioning glances at one an-
other.- Stern made a dry, sar-
donic sound. "That's hard to be-
lieve."
"It's true, but suit yourself."
Greg repeated -What did the
sheriff say?"
"That Sam Rallis was dead.
He was shot in the back. Of
course, we could see that for
ourselves from the beginning,
but we figured it was a good
start for a greenhorn lawman."
Hoskina stepped up. "Hal, just
tell it like it happened and whet
Joe Moyers said. YOtt ain't help-
ing matters a hit the way you're
I
The fat man had suddenly
acquired a surprising firmness.
Stern started to make a reject-
ing gesture, caught himself.
"Will it do any good"'
"Try. Since Edwards is here.
I don't think any of tuftrant it
said we didn't give him all the
facts and a fair chance at his
own say."
Stern shrugged. "All right.
start from the time I seen
that Bat Y rider on Anchor
range "
''VVlho Was he 7'• Edwards de-
manded.
"I don't know his name. Seen
hint with your crew a couple of
times Ile was Bar Y. all right.**
Stern told how he had fenind
Hdlg. He repeated the story of
Rails' dying statement. -Then I
Freer the Dolibled.iy & Co nand.
From the Doubleday & Co novel. Copyright 0 111411 Lee
E. Wells. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.
come here with the news." Stern
finished.
Amanda smoothly took up the
story. "Murder-back - shooting
is too much! I sent riders to
the ranches. We decided to do
something about it."
"You came to me," Greg cut
in curtly,'"4Swariting me to join
your war."
"That's right. But we said
we'd get the sheriff, stay within
this bought-law in the Valley as
long as we could. Well, we did."
"And Moyers said," Stern
stepped forward, "he'd hunt
down the killer, whoever he is
W hoe• i-cr - get that' We know
who it is by sight if not by
name and we know who sent
him to do the job. But Moyers,
Bar Y's lawman, said there was
no proof -- nothing I :taw Was
proof. Good God! what more do
I need to seer
"Anything else?" Edwards
asked and they all swung in
surprise to him. "Any other
proof"
Amanda whipped about. "Just
what we know has been hap-
pening burning, cattle rifled
down, fences cut, people forced
off their spreads or forced to
sell out to you. Pressure on
Rails to sell and on Hobe Ter-
rell. But now you don't nave to
buy Tumbling T. do you' It's
on your side."
Edwards looked at her in ad-
miration. "Your daughter has
a lot of your fire and vinegar,
Wes."
"But not enough. Edwards. to
say a Bar Y bullet crippled me
-and you know it."
"No, Wes. I don't know it.
And you know I never was it
man to back-shoot or have an-
other do a job for me."
He looked around the circle.
-"Before I was crippled and
could ride, some of you called
me friend. Now you call me
devil. That's your right, I guess,
but you could've come and
asked me questions. Bar Y was
- and is -open to you."
"With Bart Yates riunrodding
a gunerew" Stern demanded.
"Him-Bart Yates. He's the
one you don't • like." FAwards
said. "Maybe I can understand.
Bart's steel and push and
he's loyal. But that's not to the
point now, Those burning' and
such can come up later, too, ex-
cept that I any now I had noth-
ing to do with them- direct or
through any orders I gave. Sam
Rails' killing- if a Aar Y did R.
I want him jailed and tried like
anyone else. I'm telling Moyers
that Jost in case you folks still
have suspicions of him or me.
"So if you decide to go to
war against me, the weight's
on you. I had nothing to do with
any of these things. You have
my"-word now and you needn't
Copy" ight • tigis i.e.. E. Well., Moltibuted by King Features
guess or suspicion I reckon
that's clear enough."
No one moved or spoke until
Stern scoffed. "Real big talk.
but you haven't brought up a
thing to prove what you're say-
ing! You face Wes Zane and
act sorry and holy. You say if
a Bar Y man killed Sam. you'll
see he pays for it. If! I say it
was one of yours and I say you
know about it. Or, maybe you
figured from the start it was
better not to know so you could
stand up and give double talk
like you just have."
Edwards slowly pulled himself
up He spoke softly. "Take what
I said or leave it, Stern. As far
as you're concerned, I don't give
a damn one way or another."
He started to turn but Stern
took a lunging step and grabbed
Edwards' open vest. Diana
screamed. "No! Greg!"
Greg moved fast, kends de-
"rending on Stern's shoulders to
whirl him about and away.
Stern stumbled back, caught his
balance and hie hand snaked to
his holster. He half drew the
weapon but Amanda stepped
between him and Greg as Hos-
kins, moving fait, grabbed
Stern's wrist and forced the gun
muzzle Clown into the holster.
Diana, at her father's side,
appealed, -Greg get us out of
here_ These awful people!"
Amanda, watching first Di-
ana and then Greg, flung her
arm toward the gate and the
surrey. 'That's right, Corwin
Get your friend and your girt
out of here. She is your girl.
isn't she? Talk's had it that
way since the fight in-"
Diana's angry screech drown-
ed Amanda'a words. Diana
sprang toward Anianda, a yel-
low - garbed fury with out-
stretched, taloned hands. Before
Amanda could turn, Diana Ed-
wards' fingers were in Aman-
da's hair and jerking her off
balance. Amanda reached blind
ly. Cloth ripped along a shoul-
der and sleeve, ripped again
The women fell and rolled in a
flurry of dresses, petticoats and
kicking legs. One of them
screamed and broke the para-
lysis that fie40 the men Greg
and Hoskins 'llejiarated the
women.
Diana suddenly went limp in
Greg's arms and threw her
hands over her face as she
sobbed.
A .few yards away, Amanda
still struggled. "Let me go! She
can't do this---!"
"Amanda!" Haskins bellowed,
Diana whirled about, clinging
to Greg. Her bane shouldera
shook and whole body trembled.
Amanda cried, ''Get her out,
This Instant! I won't have her
in my sight"
Ti, Br Contbiurd Tornorrou.,,
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FOR RENT
ROOMS FOR boys. One block
from campus. Summer rates.
Will take fall application-s. Pri-
vate entrance. Phone 753-8243
or 753-2555. June-24-C
NEW FURNISHED apartments,
air-conditioned. Williams Apart-
ments, So. 18th St. Phone 753-
O680. July-l-C
FOR RENT OR SALE - One-
bedroom house trailer with air-
conditioner, available now. Call
753-8291 after 5:00 p. m.
TWO-BEDROOM house, avail-
able July 1st. Close to Univer-
sity. Wired for a washer and
dryer. Call 753-2987. 3-20-C
JULY lit, one side of duplex,
unfurnished, 1631 Farmer. 2-
bedrooms, living room and din-
ing area, kitchen, bath and
storage room, private drive and
carport. $70.00 per month. Call
492-8174. J-20-C
FOUR APARTMENTS for the
summer. Vacant June 1. Mar-
tied couples or boys. Nice clean.
Everything furnished. Reason-
able rates. Call 753-5817 or 753-
1257. II-3-21-C
NOTICE
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville, Hy.
TERMITES' Call Ward Termite
for free estimate. All work guar-
anteed. Five year contracts.
Five room house treated, $65.00.
KENTUCKY
-Ward Pest Control, 1812 College
nem Road, phone 753-6501.
l ' July-11-P
1C0TOR ROUTES open. Contact
Loidsville-Courier Journal, 753-
ifill• TFC
bARLAND ALUMINUM Service
offers expert installation along
with 25-40% savings on &limi-
t:turn siding, windows and doors.
We are a newly formed family
business with some 20 years
itccUmulated experience. Free
estimates with no obligations.
Phone 489-2427. Call now for
special prices. July-23-C
ill LOOKING for 2 women who
are interested in earning $200
lio $350 per month on a part-
time basis. For interview call
We. Rollins at 753-8970 be-
*seen the hours of 3 to 5:30
only. 3-20-C
ANY painting or carp-
RI work done? Free esti-
. Call 753-2864 after 5
3-21-C
#la
. tile Vodka
ill EW YORK 11./PI)-Voclka,
ii 
Oecgn a humble beginning of a
1 of 430.000 cases sold in
United States in 1951, hal
ed to an annual sales
1 of 12 million cases, ac-
ng to a trade source.
om 1955 to 1966. vodka
ed a sales increase of 307
cent, while all other Ms-
spirits registered an ag-
ate gain of 42 per cent, re-
Arthur Maillard. vice
dent of Wolfschmidt VII
distilleries
Concentrated Confections
RIO DE JANEIRO (UPI) -
Die director general of tax
collection says 198 collection
offices for taxes out of a total
of 2,000 collected 93 per cent of
all es, income and other tax
revenues in Brazil. They are
located in four states. Sao
Paulo, Guanabara, Minas Ger-
ais and Rio Grande do Sul,
containing less than 40 per
cent of the Brazilian popula-
tion of 84 million.
Bedroom Clocks
Win New Status
NEW YORK (UPI) - Of the
estimated 25 million clocks
Purchased in 1966 in the United
States, 15 million were bedroom
clocks, a watch company's re-
searchers report. And of those
15 million bedroom clocks, 5
million were bought as gifts.
Only in the past five years, the
researchers assert, have clocks
achieved -popular gift status."
Jewelers attribute this new
status of the bedroom clock to
its popularity as a wedding
present, say researchers for
Bulova's Caravelle division.
Nuclear Ship
For Japan
TOKYO UPI 0-The Japan-
ese Government has let con-
tracts for construction by 1972
of Japan's first nuclear-pow-
ered ship
Ishikawa Jima - Harlin&
Heavy Industries will build the
$8.7 million hull and Mitsu-
bishi Atomic Power Industries
Co. the $8 million atomic re-
actor to power the vessel.
Venezuelan linseed
CARACAS 4UPD - One Of
Venezuela's projects is the soil
recovery and land reclamation
program in the Orinoco River
delta The program is designed
to adapt 1 million hectares
(2.5 million acresi for agricul-
ture and animal breeding.
Top Punt Returner
CANTON, Ohio (UPI)
Emlen Tunnel returned a rec-
ord 258 punts during a 13-y
NFL career that included sere
Ice with the New York Giants
and Green Bay Packers Tun-
nell gained 2,209 yards on those
punt returns, another NFL
record.
Iowa Hall of Fame
BARTLESVILLE, 0 k 1 a.
WEDNESDAY - JUNE 19, 1968
(UPI) - Gary Thompson, a
1957 All-American at the Iowa
State University and n o w
coaching the Phillips Oilers
AAU basketball team, is a re-
cent addition to the Iowa
Sports Hall of Paine.
The highest point in Puerto
Rico, Cerro de Punta, is 4,389
feet above sea level.
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NOW, LET' EE fF I HAVE YOU
STRAIGHT . A 6000 TENT MONITOR
MU5T KNOW ME NAMES OF AU.
THE 6IRL5 IN HER TENT..
by Charles M. Schulz
YOU'RE 50PHIE,LeOtYRE BUT THAT' s CLOSE ENOU644..
CLARA AMP LeafRE wE'RE ONLY GONNA BE HERE
SHIRLEY._ RIGHT? WRON61 _ FOR TWO WEEKS...
PICNIC
AREA
by Ernie Bushrniller
Abbie 'N Slats
WHAT DO YOU THINK WILL I
HAPPEN WHEN YOU FIND OUT
ABOUT DOC SAM AHD STEVEti
BRETT, SLATS? AFTER ALL,
DOC SAM ADMITTED HE
MURDERED THE MAN
I DON'T REALLY KNOV, KIT.
IT-WELL, IT'S JUST THE WAY
PDC SAM SAID IT, AND THE
FACT THAT THEY WERE
NEVER ABLE
TO LOCATE
TUE 80011...
Lil' Abner
lientsmak
-
; HEY!! WHUT
YO" DOIN"›
WE CAN'T
ANSWER ANY
QUESTIONS!!
GOVERNMDIT
ORDERS2y
)) p
by R. Van Buren
by Al Capp
WAL MASS DI FF 'RUNT!, AH
LOVES AN' RESPEC KS MAH
GOVAM I NT AN' ALL ITS
ORDERS,AREGARDLESS
0' f-iONN CON FOOZ N
TH MA/ E !!
4/t
40.
• 1111.
I -$
a
-
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Money Management Plan Helps
Couple Avoid fiscal Fidgets
By PATRICIA MeCORMACK
NEW YORK UPI) — A
grasp of the money facts of life
helps newlyweds start their
marriage on the right foot.
First, consider a Joint
checking account The Foun-
dation for Commercial Banks
says this type is ideal for the
husband and working wife who
plan their financial expenses
together
With a joint account, the
family earnings are deposited
- in one checking account Fi-
nancial responsibilities are
shared and the system encour-
ages husband and wife to
think in terms of "their" mon-
ey
The family budget is easier
to maintain when the couple
uses • joint account. Usually
the husband writes checks for
major expenses such as mort-
gage or rent payments. phone
and utilities, car and loan pay-
• latent& The wife handles food
and household expenses
The foundation says the
joint account also tends to cut
extravagant spending
The reason The couple is
more apt to discuss spending
a large amount before they
write out a check For exam-
ple. if they are about to buy a
new sofa both know how much
they can afford to spend. The
wife won't set her mind on
something the. budget won't
allow
In addition, the partnership
arrangement allows h
and wife to draw on the
count for personal money The
wife doesr.1 feel she must ask
for pocket money and the hus-
band needn't feel guilty about
his purchases
The monthly statement and
ought to be considered when
the family has a high income
or when the wife works and
wants to handle her own mon-
ey. tt
With the separate checking
account, it is usual for the hus-
band to pay the large bills
from his account while the wife
draws from her account to pay
for food, household expenses.
her personal
spending
/Separate checking accounts
are likely to cost more than a
joint account and budgeting is
apt to be more Involved. There
will be two monthly statements
with items from both to figure
into household expenses.
Other tips from the bankers:
—Monthly payments for
rent, utilities phone, clothing
and major household expenses
paid by check will tell you how
much living necessities cost
—From the very start of
your life together, a certain
amount of pin money for both
partners should be figured into
monthly expenses
—Use • small notebook to
list food and household ex-
penses and small purchases
paid by cash. If. once a month.
9au both spend a few minutes
to review your bank statement
or statements and notebook
expenditures, you'll quickly see
cancelled checks show exactly
how the family earnings are
being spent. It Is easier for the
couple to decide where to cut
down on expenses if they feel
their savings are not building
properly
Yes Sa‘ings When the cou-
ple has a joint savings account.
It is a simple matter to au-
thorize the bank to transfer a
set monthly amount from the
Joint. I:41~1one to Joint saying&
All this joint financial
planning is coupled with a
caution "It is best for couples
to use one checkbook.' the
foundation's experts said Both
partners must keep daily track
of the checkbook entering all
written checks, or they may
find themselves overdrawn.
If the husband travels a
great deal, for example the
wife may be paying out more
of the monthly bills She
should know how much is in
the account so the checks will
be covered
-Some couples are able to op-
erate using individual check-
books for the Joint account.
But, each must be meticulous
about reporting expenditures
to the other One of the two
must be totally responsible for
keeping a record of all depos-
its and withdrawals
Separate checking accounts
clothing and
Federal Hog
Market Report
Federal State Market News
Service, Wed., June 19, 1968
Kentucky Purchase- Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9 Buy-
ing Stations.
Receipts 1440 Head. flamers
and Gilts. Steady. Sows Steady.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs $30003030;
US 1-3 190230 lbs 819 50-20.00;
US 14 230450 lbs $1900 -1930;
US 2-3 230280 lbs 81825-19.00;
SOWS
US 1-2 2,70-350 lbs 816.00-16.50
Few to $1700
US 1-3 300-450 lbs 815 00-16 00
VS 2-3 400-600 lbs 814.00-15.00
Most fresh tomatoes keep
their flavor and texture better
if stored at room temperature
,---out of the sun—rather than
in the refrigerator The green-
house variety will last as long
as two weeks To chill, place in
cold water or refrigerate for a
short period
War on Poverty
WASHINGTON UPI ) —The
Office of Economic Opportu-
nity ,0E0. says obligated
federal funds for the Job Corps
this fiscal year exceed $191.11
million
The money's spent to help
33.490 youths about one-
third female) In programs In
93 conservation centers. 28 ur-
ban centers and three special
centers In addition there s
the Neighborhood Youth Corps
—nearly 258 000 enrollment
where you stand in this money
world.
—When husband and wife
are working. It is pure folly to
live to the hilt on both sal-
aries. Now is the ideal time to
start saving for the future.
—Comparison shop together
and, before long, you'll both
know why it is unwise to buy
cheaply constructed furnish-
ings at -lowest ever" price-
Shop for the best quality your
dollars can buy and your mon-
ey will go a lot farther.
—Intelligent use of credit I
can get you some things soon-
er but overuse of credit can
put your marriage in a finan-
cial cramp for years
Cooing Leads
To Big Bills
NEW YORK UPI) —Here
comes the bride is a happy
tune at the cash register too.
The bridal market represents
more than 84 billion in annual
retail sales, reports one com-
pany specializing in study
consumer purchasing..
The total represents spend-
ing on major and lesser house-
hold furnishings, plus such .
other items as luggage, table-
ware. and clothing, says the
Sindlinger tit Co. research de-
partment
Sindlinger screened for its
client. Modern Bride more
than 31.000 households either
by direct call or telephone and
said Its results included ques-
tioning of 613 first-married
newlyweds. It concluded that
the bridal market accounted
for 11 9 billion alone in home
furnishings a n d appliance
products from electric broiler.
blender, dishwasher and fur-
niture to wall to wall carpeting
and electric blanket
Brides Favor
China Gift
NEW YORK (UPII — Fore-
cast Showers—for the bride
What does the about-to-be-
wed really want when her
I friends shower her with gifts'
China and sterling silver are
number one and two in prefer-
ence. according to one study
Dominion Electric. a Mans-
field Ohio manufacturer of
portable electrical appliances
listed these others next in or-
der of preference
Appliances such as toaster.
steam iron, coffeetnaker. crys-
tal; linens and towels, cook-
ware. and most indicated
bright Colors and heavy
weights: serving pieces includ-
ing silver trays and oven to ta-
ble ware. unbreakable "every-
day" dishes: electric blankets.
and accessories for the new
home
opportunities at a federal cost
of almost $215 million
One Rack
Dresses   -1/2 Off
One Rack
Sportswear  3-1/2 off
Many Lovely
Summer Hats 1/3-1/2 Off
One Group
Purses V2 Price 4.
(q-ie ii()x
Jewelry 1/2 Price
All Repaining Spring
erchandise Greatly Reduced
'The Smart Shop For Young Women"
The Mademoiselle Shop
111 So. 4th St. 753-3882
w- •
& TIMES
Field's
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SO. 12th Street OPEN TILL 9:00 p.m.
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High-Spirited Hats
Headline New _fashions
Hats designed to set off clothes are now stealing their own
fashion thunder, and rightfully so. Spring's millinery showing
is quite a show!
Hat shapes remain simple, preferring to show off line and
texture instead. High spirited rollers and sailors, in straws and
pastel felts, offer spring's best off-the-face flattery. The turban
t•
wame-- 
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
silhouette remains a favorite, but with a difference: fabrics
such as black and white strawcloth,
Forward-looking hats are enjoying a revival as the fekhun-
ter's cap, the checked newsboy cap and the helmet are fend-
finely reproduced to wear es-
pecially with the soft, young
coats and suits of the season.
A two-toned jersey cap, criss-
crossing under the chin, is the
modern shape to' wear with
soft jersey dresses.
But for a really sassy, fe-
male, newer-than-new look,
there's the side-tilted, chin-
tied, Australian bush hat in
pastels, pale neutrals. Similar-
ly. a tiny, pagoda-shaped hat
and a chignon shape -point
up" more fashion news.
Hats with a purpose can be
both practical and feminine
this spring. Berets, large-
brimmed hats and simple
headbands offer to hide the
hair or protect it from a wispy
breeze and bright sunlight
With short hairdos the trena
headbands are a delightful
and colorful way to headline
everything from dresses to
loungewear Splashy in ab-
stracts, OP dots, peek-a-boo
laces, they come in every fab-
ric imaginable
Although some scarf-hats
usually with back interest such
as the fringed kerchief re--
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main, scarfs are returning to
their rightful place as neck-
line or stoles to under-
score hats.
Cotton T-shirts and knit un-
derwear can be machine-dried
in the same load with bath
towels or sheets. Remove before
completely dry, block to orig-
inal size, and finish drying on
top of dryer.
Lingerie Tells Of
Feminine Springtime
The soft, feminine way is
lingerie and loungewear's story
for spring. This softn look and
feel is accomplished with deli-
cate voiles, tricots and silks.
MURRAY
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*** THURSDAY *** FRIDAY
Downtown Banks OPEN
Till 7 PM FRIDAY
Complete Banking Service
BANKING HOURS:
9:00 AM Till 2:3U PM Mon.-Thurs.
9:00 AM Till 12:00 Saturday
9:00 AM -2:30 PM - 4:00-7:00 PM Friday
BETTER ***FRIENDLY
r‘ VALUES SERVICE
YOU'LL ALWAYS DO BETTER
***GREATER WIDER
VARIM 
***
PRICE RANGE
*** SAT U RD KY
OPEN FRIDAY
till
8.00 PM
DOWNTOWN
***FAMOUS ***SHOP WITH ***
BRANDS CONFIDENCE
GREATER C MERCHANTS
I Lerman's
Lindsey's
I Ward Elkini
Say Rite
Mademoiselle Shop I
Holland Drugs
Furches
pSTOMER SERVICE WHEN YOU SI
Thurman Furniture
Wallis
,
Drugs
littletons
Corn Austin
,
Settle Workman
Purdoms
Open Friday Nights
DP THESE SUPPORTING DOWNTOW
Parker Supermarket
,
Ryan Shoes '
Crass Furniture
Factory Outlet
Murray Supply
Hughes Paint
New Banking Hours
Bank of Murray
S.
Peoples Bank
,
A. B. Beale & Son
Graham Jackson
,
Belk's
S.
Dale Stubblefield
Shop Downtown
oaytinie underlinings are
softly shaded and smooth to
the touch in briefer and barer
shapings. Super-short chemise
slips have found their counter-
part in little hip-riding Skirt-
lets, some attached to their
own bikini panties and some
with softly shaped matching
bras.
Combination slips are che-
mise length, empire-shaped
contoured bra suns Most of
Matching gown and peignoir set
follows the empire line, with (un-
cut skirt, satin tricot rose and trim
In Enka I:rept-art nylon, by Formfit-
Rogers.
these flippy slip styles spread
sunshine in colorful flower
patches and wildly striped
patterns.
Sleepyhead surfers find ex-
otic prints in a melange of
colors that lend themselves • -
stripped - down pajama vet
sions of sporty styles Pants
styles range from jams to
bell-bottoms to hip-huggers.
Little sleep dresses are che-
mise length with bikinis or to
the ankle. Long sleepshifts can
be Granny styled or skinny
shafts with bared backs and
shoulders and halter necklines.
Pants are "in" and ready for
at-home flours in drifty and
drapy styles. Jumpsuits, paja-
mas and pants with matching
coats show oversized paisley
and African prints and stripe.
Wksatover the styles, the legs
swing in bell-bottomed looks.
At-home lounge dresses start
off in soft floral prints and
end up in wild "art nouveau"
prints. Almost everything
reaches to the floor Empire
waists take another bow in
more Grannies, and at-home
skirts enter spring in pioneer
style.
The baby dress hasn't left,
it's just sheerer alici softer
mugs cuss Susan Black-
burn, 19, is all alone among
those seats in Edmonds,
Wads., because ,idie is the'
sole graduate at brand new
Edmunds Community Col-
lege Now for Oregon State
TRIGGER uNHaorN• • .!o
N%
Notional Rifle Association.
looks pretty stern about
what's going on in Congress
with regard to gun coattoS
legislation H.' is in front of
the association's headquar-
,.
•
410.
••••
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FAMILY PROJECT. Wises Jame Lockhart, star of CBS-TV's "Lout
IS Spare,” takes to the kitiehem, her daughter Anne i• usually mot
far behind. Here Jame sad Anne prepare • favorite coffee-time
snark called little nothings-
June Lockhart's little Nothings
Are Something Special
When its time for the girls to become temporary drop-outs
front housework and drop in for a morning cup of coffee, that's
the time for you to try a snack that's a favorite of actress June
Lockhart.
June calls them little nothings because the recipe calls for
nothing you don't have in your refrigerator or cupboard, pro-
vided you keep it reasonably well stocked.
When you taste these light, crisp little snacks sweetened with
preserves, it's hard to believe they're made from slices of bread.
But that's what they are — thin slices with the crust removed,
the slices spread with preserves or marmalade, rolled up, and
cbilled Jost before seeing, dip them in pancake tnia and fry
to a crisp brown. Add a sprinkle of confectioners sugar sad
they're ready to serve hot from the frying pan.
Little nothings are something special to serve with coffee, be
it midmorning or midnight "And you have to taste them to be-
lieve bow good they are," says June's daughter, Anne.
LITTLE NOTHINGS. Linle asebiass, eieffee-de marks, are
made with Wm Allem of tweed spread with preserves, rolled,
dipped in namesake battier, sad fried *a • crisp kirown. The recipe
I. • favorite of bine Lockhart. mar of (3S-T''. "Low is Spice."
UTILE NOTHINGS
16 thin bread Mess with teaspoon nutmeg
legs
% cup intik
Hot shortening or oil
Confectioners' sugar
Ado ti onal preserves or
marmalade, optional
crusts removed (slitre
about 3 x 3% inches)
• cup thick,r _eserves or
marmalade
▪ cup prepared pancake
mix
1 teaspoon sugar
Spread bread slices on one side with an equal amount of pre-
serves or marmalade. Roll each piece crosswise into a tight roll.
Wrap securely in waxed paper, plastic: film, or foil. Chill until
ready to p Combine pancake mix, sugar, and nutmeg; mix.
Add egg silk ; beat until smooth. Dip each bread roll into
batter. drain, sad fry ia shallow hot shortening or oil (370' F.)
until browsed, taming sec Drain on absorbent paper. Sprinkle
with confectioners' onipir. Serve hot or warm with additional
preserves or maessalade, if desired Yield k servings, 2 per
serving.
Jelly Dessert Is
Well Stacked
THE LEDGER & TIMES —7_ MURRAY,
-olk and lemon juice; mix until all particles are moistened. Shape
into a ball. Roll % inch thick on lightly floured board. Cut into
2% inch rounds with floured cutter. Place on ungreased bakiag
sheet. Bake In moderate oven (360'F.) until lightly browned, 10
to 12 minutes. Cool. Spread each cookie with jelly and make
stacks 4 cookies high for each serving. Top each with a dab of
whipped cream or topping. Yield: 6 servings-
Fey thot Tsang Mu in the family might be • Western-style bedroom,
with deem inspired by • "Bonanza" of a bedspread. The Ponderam
ruse& aid sonaindime countryside are mapped out in tone, of blue,
pee. and ernisheivy, en a tailored beige spread. By Morgan-Jones.
KENTUCKY
PLAYS STARRING ROLE. Barbara Feldon, currently starring
in Mirierh limited Artists production of "Fitzwilly," plays an-
other starring role is her own kitchen as she prepares • favorite
recipe for Baked Hollywood.
WEDNESDAY — JUNE 19. 1961
Young approach to sport coats appears in styles appropriate for either
casual or dreasier wear. Plaid and solid versions here are fashioned in 1,
a polyester and wool blend, with textured effects. The easy-to-care-for
fabric is wrinkle-resistant By Louis C,alciespiiii, Inc.
Elegant but simple—and simply delicious— are the jelly
stacks that actress Barbara Feldan likes to serve with coffee.
They're made from a rich.dough with better or margarine cut
cookie cotter wort the rclat are baked to • golden browe.
in as for pie crust. The is thee rolled and cut with a
Barbara apt, them with ;illy or preserves and adds a dollop'
of whipped rr.-am or topping.
In Nerving the jelly stacks you can be as elegant or simple as
you wish. For guests, get out your best china and silver For
youngsters, put them together sandwich-style for easy eating.
Whichever way you choose, you'll find their good borne, mail.
flavor and the jewelteese color of the jelly makes- them tops in--
good taste.
JLLLY STACKS. Jelly stack, remind you of .niene of 1.risn4ssia's
goad conking, but they're • favorite recipe of owe of today's
favorite ortremes. Barbara Felelon, currently starring in the
Ifiriseh Visited Artists production of “Fitswill,." In between
mottos *Pare and ielesision appearances. Barbara ellarf I. her
Ow. kiselarst.
JELLY STACKS
1'1 cups sifted flout % cup grape, current, or
t tablespoons sugar apple jelly or favorite
'• ti•aspoon salt preserves or
l• teaspoon nutmeg marmalade
a cup butter or margarine Whipped Cream ot
I egg beaten Whipped Topping
1 tablespoon lemon juice
Combine and sift flour, sugar, salt, and nutmeg. Cut in buttei
margarine until mixture resembles %et% tine crumbs. Add egg
1 1 e
hour
occi
A step by step guide to making Colonial Bread.
1st hour. Colonial bakers
make dough (we call it
"sponge"). Put it to bed.
Yeast starts to work.
2nd hour. Sponge resting
comfortably.
3rd hour. Sponge sound
asleep. Colonial bakers
very much awake.
4th hour. Sponge yawns a
couple of times, turns
over.
5th hour. Sponge still
snoozing. The Army was
never like this.
6th hour. Reveille! Sponge
is finally set. We give it
good beating. Hurts us
more than it does the
dough (now we call it
that). We give the poor
dear 30 minutes to calm
down, then roll into strips.
Hand-twist each pair of
strips into single loaf.
Place in pre-heated pan to
avoid sudden chill.
7th hour. Dough basks in
tropic temperatures while
it rises. Twist tightens,
trapped air is squeezed
out, tiny oval bubbles are
formed that mark texture
of great bread. A loaf
made this way bakes more
evenly, tastes even better.
We place in the oven,
give bread slow-motion
roller coaster ride
through oven.
8th hour. Cool bread
slowly. Place gently in
Colonial trucks. Wave
fond farewelL
All in all, we take about
3 hours more than we
really have to to make
each loaf of Colonial
Bread. But good things
take a little longer.
Why doesn't
everybody make
bread this way?
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THE
FrettOrR Livens Spring
, 
Airy, Open Look
Seen Many Ways
Airy, open and very much
In the mood of spring, fret-
work casts cool reflections of
light and shade across the
home fashion scene. Its ap-
pearances are many, its inter-
pretations varied.
Lattice and trellis effects,
lacy patterns in wrought iron,
cut-out wood carvings, wicker
and caning — they're all part
of the fretwork trend.
Ornamental opentvOir
adorns everything from out-
door furniture to folding
screens.
The fretwork influence is
seen in the use of carved, cut-
out wood for the sides of sofas
and chairs or the headboards
of be
U 
t4i
n the same way, can-
.
ing I furniture looks both
cool and attractive for spring.
Fabrics and floor coverings,
wallpapers and wall paneling
echo the trend. Sofas, for in-
stance, are upholstered in
fabrics with scroll patterns
that reflect the fretwork feel-
ing of their carved wood sides
Wall- to carpeting or
area rug, floor coverings cre-
ate the fretwork look through
both patterns and weaves —
sculptured effects, for exam-
ple.
Paneling displays dimen-
sional designs. like a softer
version of wrought iron, while
wallpaper patterns follow the
The breath of spring is apparent exerywhere in this bright leisure room.
Fretwork-effect wallpaper, the design of the indoor-outdoor furniture
and Ilse clay-potted plants all reflect the current trend to a light, airy.
open feeling inside the home. The furniture offers comfortable foam
rubber cushions, while the plastic wallpaper is washable.
fretwork trend with lattice
and wicker effects.
Expressing still another ap-
proach to the airy, open look,
folding floor screens employ
everything from wicker weaves
to pre-strung strands of beads
for a refreshing result.
•
•
In wall ornaments, various
types of scroll designs are
ready to complement the fret-
work of new home fashions.
Airy and open is the look for
furniture and furnishings this
spring All is light and bright
— for the new season
Another fasored xersion of the costume is • nubby textured wool knit
suit with its own blouse Jacket has buttoned•down pockets, collar and
cuff, of ottoman to match the blouse. Brief slee.e on the blouse form
• two-piece costume when minus the racket. Ih FeilerTrecosa of Paris.
Color Wheel Spins Around
I Wide Range of Clear Hues
I II
Spring's color wheel is spin-
ning 'Round and 'round she
goes, where she stops, the
"fashionables" know, The col-
or scheme for spring is clear,
ranging from misty pales to
intense brights to deep darks
with an array of hues between
If fashionablee had to settle
for just one color, the choice
might be green. in all its vari-
ations Fortunately, no such
choice is necessary. for it
might present quite a dilem-
ma What about the many
"no colors'?"
White is stirring up a snow
storm in bright and chalky
tones, fragile eggshell and
ivory shades
White's popularity has
brought nude colors in hemp
pAnd natural yarn looks into
the fashion picture Beigey
shades in everything from
taupe and camel to parchment
and champagne spin into
spring
Pink and blue, the baby col-
ors, arrive in a pale color
spectrum — warm, fragile and
sometimes antiqued. Light,
vegetable garden green makes
a pale, pretty appearance, too
Sunny blights reflect spring-
time in lemon, lime, grass and
buttercup shades of yellow and
green Glimmering scarlet,
emerald and hot pink are col-
ors to catch the sun's radiance.
Black and navy are, as al-
ways, present but with a new
twist. They create exciting
contrasts in combination fab-
rics Added to these perennial
favorites are green and brown
darks.
Sportswear colors say, "mix
and match for color fun!"
Take spring's favorite lights,
blights and darks, mix them
up and make them into gran-
ny prints, madras plaids and
wild California mixes.
Vi DISCOUNT /3
— longiles — Wittnauer
Elgin —
ALL NEW WATCHES
1 Yr. Guarantee
FURCHES JEWELRY
East Side of Square
LEDGER & TIMES
just plain fun.
It is estimated that
80 million people now
ing In North America, ry
year and the wholeso ss
of the great outdoors blends
with the excitement and chal-
lenge of reeling in some big
ones to make sport fishing at-
tractive to people of every age
and both sexes.
Seniors Are Exempt
Only about 30 million people
were licensed to fish last year
in the U.S., but this number
does not include many young-
sters under the age of 18 or
senior citizens over 65 who are
exempted from licenses inmost
states.
For the first time in our his-
tory, citizens have become
genuinely alarmed about pol-
lution of our water resources
Government experts pointgit,
however, that pollution *s
now reached its worst point —
from now on it can only let
better
This is good news not Only
for the 60 million anglersibut
for everyone who treasure,s the
splendor of our natural re-
sources.
Ambitious federal, state and
provincial projects are now
under way to clean up polluted
rivers, streams and lakes and
great new impoundmenta,a,re
being built in virtually every
state. In most cases, the darns
which provide the impounded
lakes are part of a vast federal
flood control program or re-
gional hydro-electric develop-
ment project or both.
More Fishing Areas
Keep Mother
But the fringe benefit is
strictly for fishermen — brand
new lakes scientifically stocked
and managed by experts to
Happy, Take prsovuicdne filarnstdrateunspdorsttafiteshsinags
North and South Dakota, for
example, previously offered
little to attract the fisherman
Hey there, Dad, the way to Immense new lakes created by
keep Mom from complaining dsuns have given these states
every time you go fishing is to a whole new outlook on their
take her along! Anybody _ outdoor resources.
Man, woman or child — who's While fishing has always
ever felt that tug of a fish on been fun, many other benefits
a line, heard that happy splash are ascribed to it One ardent
when the fish fights for his
freedom, posed with the catch
for an addition to the family
album and relished the taste
of a golden sizzled fresh caught
fish fillet knows that fishing is
Her Along
fisherman, the warden of a
midwestern reformatory for
young men, said recently, 11
don't know of a single boy lii
this institution who ever went
fishing with his father.
a
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Fresh BlossOins Adding Costume Flattery
pringtime '68 is Writing a Waistlines p, sarfrfy lower
hew fashion recipe, seasoned this season gently-fit-
'and spiced with feminine flat- ted styles. Coats have slender
tery. lines, often collar-less in car-
New color combos and ail- digan fashion.
houettes are basic ingredients Accessories for spring will befor a stylish spring. Dresses frankly feminine, and freshare jacketed — with one-but- blossoms add special flattery.
ton fly-away toppers or short, To brighten a suit, try a nose-
square button-down shapes._gay corsage of miniature_ car-
nations, pinned at the Pase oi
new oval or V-necklines.
FTD floral experts suggest a
slender garland of rosebuds to
trace a round neckline or col-
lar. Or, tuck a trio of daisies
In an umbrella for a bright
touch on a cloudy day
Ask local florists for new
flower fashions to mix or
— JUNE 19, 1968
match with spring color favor-
ites. This year, sun-bright hues
share spotlight with pastels.
Lemon and lime make a daz-
zling entrance in giant check-
erboard squares. Light pinks,
blues and greens have misty
tones for daytime and opales-
cent glow for evening.
I FACTORY OUTLET STORES' BIG ...
,
II
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CONTINUES FOR LIMITED TIME 1
4 HERE IT IS...OUT THEY GO! OUR ENTIRE
STOCK NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
BRANDS SPRING & SUMMER CLOTHING
Suits-Sport Coats -Slacks-Shirts-
Straw Hats - Accessories
Open Friday Night
For Your Shopping
Convenience
FACTORY OUTLET STORES
516 Broadway 211 Se. 6141 Si. 510.4aA W. Mayen
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On ALL Health & Beauty Aids
Iliiiilhhiu II 111 hemiliiiii 11111ot
a STORE THAT INVITES YOU TO C. PARE
lihm
I I I
Illussitel
Hair
N• Aqua et
• miss Breck
• T,Aelloliust
— 994 Value —
You Save 61*!
Say-Rite Low Price
0
pray
Mon-Thurs. 8:30 to 5:00
These prices are not one- or two-
day specials, but low low prices
found day in and day out at SAV-
RITE! *Over 50,000 every day
low, low prices!
OPEN FRIDAY TILL 8:00 P.M. - SAT. CLOSE AT 5:00 P.M.
Due To Inventory We Have Cut Some Prices In Half - See Our PRICE TABLE
SY:: COMPARE THESE EVERY DAY R.tail DiscountPric• YouS. v, LOW, LOW PRICES Retall Discountpric,
31'
20'
41*
76'
43'
33'
32'
20'
Sun-Up After Shave Lotion
Alka-Seltzer
Listerine
Loving Care Hair Color Lotion _
Ban Roll-On Deodorant
Bufferin - "Works in half the time
Bayer Aspirin • ,1
Fasweet Art. Liquid Sweetener, 12.0a.
81.50
69'
'1.15
'115
'1.09
99'
98'
'1.19
'1.19
49,
74'
99'
66'
66'
66'
99'
34'
66'
31'
19,
66,
50*
'1.51
41*
Right Guard Deodorant
Toni Permanent
Old Spice After Shave Lotion
Brylcreme
Miss Clairol Hair Color Bath
Sudden Beauty Hair Spray
Aqua Marine Moisture Lotion
Jergens Lotion
$1.00
'2.25
'1.50
98'
*1.65
'1.09
'2.50
'2.00
66'
'1.59
'1.19
79'
99*
59'
99'
'1.59
IW48
SAV-RITE
LOW PRICE
1.09 Value
You Save 61'
IllommasitikmammIllams1
Family Size -
Now Crest REGULAR
IN TWO FLAVORS ¶ & NEW MINT
95' Value
You Save 47'
SAV-RITE
Isosams.a.m.s.a‘simmsa4=.faJ4J ComingH=== kr=s)(=m=lf  
4101Millimmraimammummarmaw_
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Shoes Match Spring Personalities
Styles, Textures
Showing Variety
Shoes to match every facet
of fashion personality, be it
brash, breezy or beautifully
elegant. are spring's specialty.
They're excitingly varied in
style, aud leather textures are
equally diverse
Textures may be smooth or
grained, sueded or embossed,
patent or lustred, reports
Leather Industries of America.
In each texture, there are
myriad footwear fashions from
which to choose
Shoes with an open feeling
- strapped, sling-back, cut-
away - are a vital part of the
spring footwear story. For cos-
tumes that are lust a bit brash,
there's the little girl look of
round-toed, low heeled mary
lanes, single or double-strap-
ped. in patent and smooth
leathers.
In the same vein are quilted
leather strap pumps, or Mon-
drian effects, with white T-
strappers set off by sections of
strong color
Purity of line Is the strong
point of T-strap pumpa, low
cut at the back and crafted of
gleaming smooth or embossed
leather. Elegant too, are sim-
ple sling - backs or pumps
which feature an open lattice-
work of leather along the sides.
In a cool and casual mood
are open-toed sandals sporting
a hand-crafted look, or walk-
ing shoes in grained or brushed
leather, with broad T-straps
and chunky heels
The' closed shoe, too, has
several sides to its character.
It may show up as a snappy
casual, a winsome walker, a
dream of a dress shoe - usu-
ally with the new rounder tee.
Pick a pastel - or any color.
It's availlible in a fetching
leather flat. grainily textured
and trimly tied. Other styles
for informal hours include
low -heeled shoes with "up
front" detail - high cut front-
age. tongues, ghillies, ribbon
ties
Breezy brogues and mocca-
sins continue important, in
new goring versions The moe-
To tit every mood and eser, moment on the pring schedule is the aim
of new shoes like these Shown.. clockwair from top, are: grained leather
suit shoe with leather-and,teel buckle; for fun, patent leather mule with
buckle, blunt toe; ghillie tie an ,mooth and brmilietl leather; T-atrap
ding sandal, in smooth leather. Shoe. liv Herbert Levine, Gobi, Nina
and Sabrina; photo, Leather Industries of America.
casin, an all-seasons favorite,
shows up in several styles -
loafer. knife moc, monk strap
type.
For footwear with a far-out
touch, new flatties sport out-
size buckles or zippers Other
eye-catchers are ankle or calf-
high boots in embossed, patent
or brushed leather Some have
diminutive toe openings, while
others look different with
Mondrian patterns.
Leather pumps, flatteringly
lowered at sides or back, are
ready for spring in many tex-
tures and tints. The choice in-
cludes finely napped suede.
shimmering lustre leather,
glossy patent and smooth
lathers, and striking em-
bossed leathers.
Adding irr.pertant ornamen-
tal touches are bows, buckles
and draping,
Color plays a stellar role
in the spring shoe picture
There's a trend to off-white,
with pure white appearing
mostly in tandem with black
or dark brown.
Important in daytime are
the "no-color" neutrals vying
for honors with a large family
of beiges, tans and browns.
For both daytime and after-
five wear, there are exciting
color combinations available
- green and mushroom, pur-
ple and pink, orange and blue,
bright navy and green. Both
shades may be used equally, or
one may be used as trim
KEEP ICE LONGER
Keep your ice chest and pic-
nic jug in the shade while in
camp. Your ice supply will last
much longer
The Weather. . .
You Can Do
Something
About It!
"Everyone talks about the
weather but no one ever does
anything about it," Mark
Twain once said That may
have been true w n
was plying the Mississippi Riv-
er, but he had never seen an
Infra-red patio heater. Infra-
red heat is doing something
about warming -weather in
many parts of the country to-
day, by not heating air.
If that sounds odd, here's
how it's done Infra-red heat-
ers emit a special heat wave
which passes directly through
the air without warming it.
However, when the waves
strike a solid object, that ob-
ject is warmed.
What does this have to do
with the weather? For the out-
door buff, a great deal. It means
that an outckxir living center
equipped with infra-red patio
heaters can be used any time,
regardless of the outdoor tem-
perature. Simply stated, a
patio which has infra-red gas
heaters can be used from early
spring to late fall in most parts
of the country while patios in
more temperate areas can be
d on a year 'round basis.
Tests last winter proved that
infra-red heaters would func-
tion in weather below frgezing
and keep guests warm enough
to enjoy a buffet luncheon out
of doors And, although not
many people would go to these
extremes, use of the infra-
red heaters can provide many
hours of pleasurable outdoor
time regardless of the seasons.
On an investment basis, ac-
cording to the American Gas
Association, Inc. (A.GA.), the
infra-red heaters make nod
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sense. Cost breakdowns on out-
door living centers can be eas-
ily computed on the number
of days the area is used each
year. Installation of the heat-
ers increases the use while
adding a small amount of the
overall investment and in real-
ity reduces the overall cost of
owning and using the area, ac-
cording to A.G A.
Lubricate nails or screws
with soap to make them eas-
ier to drive into wood.
eBetk
Thursday-Friday-Saturday
MURRAY SDALYES
DOWNTOWN
Change of Bantit Hours
at the
Peoples Bank of Murray
Beginning June 21, 1968
MAIN OFFICE and DRIVE-IN BRANCH
9 A.M to 2:30 P.M
Monday through Friday
TV Branch ... Drive-In Window at Branch
and ...Wak-Up Window Downtown
9 A.M.--4 P.M. - - - Monday through Friday
IA -
A New Service
FRIDAY EVENINGS, 4101 O'clock
At All Offices
Saturdays 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
These New Hours Arranged for the
Banking Convenience Of Our Patrons
p E OP LE BANK
I 
cy
mu R Ft AY U KY .
MAIN OFFICE _ TV BRANCH _DRIVE-IN BRANCH
5th and Main 6th and Main S.12th at Story
MEN'S CASUAL
SLACKS
Etta -Press Slightly irreg.
Broken Sizes.
Values to $6.99
SALE - $2.80
MEN'S STA-PRESS
BERMUDA
SHORTS
$4.00 to $6.00 Values
$3.80
ALL MEN'S
SUMMER
STRAW
HATS
1/4 OFF
xnnes STA-PRESS
SPORT SHIRTS
Reg. and button-
down collars.
Reg. 9.00 - 2/45.00
Reg: '4.00 - 2/$7.00
MEN'S STA-PRESS
WORK PANTS
Gray, Green, Tan
Slightly Irregular
Values to $5.99
$2.80 PR.
BOY'S STA-PRESS
SPORT SHIRTS
'2.49 Values - '1.80
9.00 Values - 2/1'5
'4.00 Values - 2/$7
1.11fifiAlif
kft. by Stewart
- 
FOR 
LAIDI -Train Case$11 New 
21' Overnight $11
 Now PM
24' Tousister117
 Now $13.10
26' Pullman $1,
 Now $13.80
zr Pullman $te
\ New $11204
BOYS
BERMUDA SHORTS
$2.0 - $4.00 Values
REDUCED
1/3
asirAiiRACis
Broken Sizes - All by
Famous Makers
Values to $5.99
$2.22 & $3.80
BOYS FERmA pREss,
CAMP
SHORTS
$3,00 PR.
DOWNTOWN SALE
DAYS ONLY
ALL MEN'S
SPORT COATS SWIM WEAR
& SUITS
1/3 of F
REDUCED
1/4
GIRLS 11-0K
SPORT SETS
Reg. Values to $3.49
$2.80 Set
Reg. Values to $4.14
2 for '7.00
GIRLS 1-IR
$HORTS
Reg. MU Pe-
80°
DREEd
43.99 & '4.99 - '3.80
46.99 & *7.99 - '5.80
48.99 809.99 - '6.80
LADIES FASHION
COLOR
HANDBAGS
Values to $9.99
% Off
LADIES FASHION
COLOR
HOSE
Reg.
69° PR:
Ladies Summer Straw
HANDBAGS
Reg. '4.99 - '4.40
Reg. '3.99 - '3.40
Reg. '2.99 - 42.40
Reg. '9.99 - '7.40
LADIES
PEARL
ASSORTMENT
Values to $7.56
99° EA.
STATE PRIDE
SOLID STATE
AM RADIO
Valued at $12.00
1/3 OFF
10 ONLY
OCCASIONAL
CHAIRS
Reg. $59J10 Value
$39.80
LADUMI
PANTY HOSE
Reg. $1.29
88' PR.
LADIES
HOSE
Regular 2 for 80e
Sizes 81-10-11
25°PR.
STATE PRIDE
SOLID STATE STATE PRIDE
AMOMAN 
STATE
SOLID STATE
Vahan/ at 11111.114
1/3 OFF
Plays le - 33't - 45 - 78
Valued at $40.00
1/3 OFF
STATE PRIDE
STEAM &
SPRAY IRON
Reg. $17.00
1/3 OFF
ELECTRIC
CARVING
KNIVES
Regular $12.99
$10.80
CORDLESS ELECTRIC
CAR V ING
KNIVES
Regular $24.99
$18.80
LARGE SELECTION
AREA and ACCENT
RUGS
1/2 PRICE
BLE
BEI NSEPREADS
1/3 OFF
DACRON-WOOL
Rum: KNIT
MILL ENDS
Odds and Ends
Values to $12.95 yd.
$2.80 YD.
LADIES
REIGNING BEAUTY
PANTIES
Reg. 3 for $1.29
880
LADIES
PANTIES
Size 4 -10
Reg. 69. Pr.
Fo.$1.80
LADIES SLIPS
NYLON SATIN TRICOT
Regular $3.00
2 for 15.00
Regular $4.00
2 for '7.00
GROUP
FAMOUS MAKER
LADIES NYLON
PJ'S
Values to $10.99
$2.80
LADIES
HATS
1/2 PRICE
ONE RACK
LADIES
SK RTS
OFF
RAFLADIES
DRESSES
Values to $23.99
1/3 OFF
LADIES DRESSES Silif 1)11TS
Values to $9.99
'5.00
Values to $15.99
'8.00
2-Piece and 1-Piece
Values to $14.99
$8.80
4
